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No Word Coming On 
A & S Investigation 
Congress Votes Down M-Day Approval 
The Arts and Sciences Faculty ' No public statement will be 
council met in executive session issued on the investigation until it 
M:onday to begin an investigation is completed, Darrow commented. 
of the dismissal of Mrs. Beatrice Asked when he expected that 
Goldman, an English instructor would be, he replied, "This is an 
who has been informed that her extremely complex situation with 
contract will not be renewed at lots and lots of people involved. 
the end c,f the 1969-70 academic It will be a time-consuming strug-
vcar. gle to resolve the situation, and 
· Frank Darrow, an assistant pro- I don't think any announcement 
fcssor of chemistry and- chairman will be issued for a while." 
of the Faculty Council, said Wed- Members of the Faculty Coun-
nesday that the English Depart- cil conducting the investigation 
ment had replied to a letter sent are Darrow; Dr. Paul Smith and 
out by the Council announcing Dr. Ahren Sadoff of the Physics 
its intention to conduct an in- Department; Dr. Walter Carlin 
vestigation and listing Mrs. Gold- and Dr. Jack Weber of the Speech 
man's grievances. Pathology and Audiology Depart-
But, he added, he could not re- ment; Dr. Richard Daly of the 
lease any details of Monday's History Department; Dr. Margaret 
meeting because it was held in Gessaman of the Mathematics De-
executive session. "Any matter partment; John Gunning of the 
discussed in executive session 
will be treated with confiden- Speech-Drama Department; and 
tiality," he said, "and that is Ronald Nicosen of the 
·('specially true of this case." Television Department. 
by Kathy Barzler 
A motion that Student Congress 
endorse "in principle" the state-
ment of the Moratorium Commit-
tee was defeated by a vote of 
15-14 at the meeting Monday 
night. The motion was made by 
Georgianna Glace, and copies of 
the statement were distributed to 
Congress members. Discussion on 
the motion followed, at which 
time many diverse views were 
voiced as to whether or not Con-
gress, although a representative 
body, has the authority to speak 
for the entire campus concerning 
such a controversial issue as the 
Vietnam war. In order for Con-
gress members to have had an 
adequate knowledge of the views • 
of the people they represent, they 
might have been previously in-
formed about the motion. The 
fact that the Vietnam war is an 
individual issue was emphasized, 
resulting in the defeat of the 
motion. 
Other business of the meeting 
included approval by Congress of 
The vanguard begins the march to DeWitt Parle as hundreds of ICers prepare to begin canvass- nominees for the following Exeeu-
ing. Complete story·on pages 8 and 9. tive Committees: Curriculum, In-
Chem Slates 
Third Lecture 
The Chemistry Department will 
present the third in its annual 
series · of seminars by invited 
speakers on Tuesday. Dr. Herb-
ert C. Brown, from the Depart-
ment of Chemistry at Purdue 
University, will speak on "The 
Group Pans M-Day 
by Seth Morrison 
, 
structional Innovation, Registra-
tion, Traffic Commission and 
Calendar. Congress voted to ap-
prove all six nominees for the 
Curriculum Committee, as op-
posed to only two student voting 
members in the past. The ap-
proved committee members are: 
Curriculum: John Sadwith, Rich-
Not all of the literature dis- The article criticizes the Mora- ard Eaton, Stephanie Aulicino, 
tributed during the rally for torium Committee for criticizing Linda Stearns, Alice Gatler and 
Joan Scheer; Instructional In-peace Wednesday was against the Saigon government without 
government policy in Vietnam. A 
small group of students distribu-
ted a piece of literature titled 
novation: Craig Wolfe; Registra-
crilicizing the Hanoi go\·ernment. tion: Georgianno Glace: Traffic 
Versatile Organoboranes." Tomorrow's Moratorium (presum-
The author implies a connection Commission: Cheri Haring, Joe 
between the committee and the Panabianca and Ed Syron; Calen-
New l\Jobilization To Encl The I dcr: Bernie Welle and Dar:ilyn 
War in Vietnam. The relation\ Kolb. App~oval of the _nominees Dr. Brown received his B.S. ably it was to be distributed on 
. . for the Library Committee was 
and PhD. degrees from the Uni- Tuesday). It contains an article given 1s that one member of the i tabled until next week when all 
/!,'-,. versity of Chicago. He is present-, by Professor Anthony T. _n_ou- stee~ing co~mitte~ of MOBE is I the nominees are present. 
,'.:~::; ly delivering the annual Baker scaren, a professor of poht1cal public relations director of the 
~~{ Series of chemistry lectures at I science at Le!\toyne College, Communist Party and another 
--.... ·University, which is a analyzing the Moratorium com-, me'.11ber is a 1_eader of the Mora- Banner Day 
measure of the respect which his mittee. tormm committee. The two or-
Photo by Bnrb Ooldborir 
The novelty of last Thursday's foaming geysers in front of the 
Performing Arts Building may be overshadowed by the cost 
of repairing them. Although the building and grounds crew 
spent most of Thursday spraying the pool with fire hoses to 
remove the suds, the fountain mechanism and surrounding 
concrete were damaged. No official cost for repairs has been 
released, but President Howard Dillingham has suggested that 
it may cost $2,000, The fountains have temporarily been turned 
off until a solution '11 reached, 
colleagues have for him. In an introduction comming ganizations joined forces on Oc- On October 25, 1969, Pi Lambda 
Dr. Brown is an organic chem- before the article an unknown tober 4, according to the New Chi will sponsor their third an-
ist with special interests in the author says that the people pre- York Times. 
chemical .effects of steric strain, paring to go on an "emotional 
the structural effects in solvoly- binge tomorrow to demand the 
tic reactions, the directive effects inStant withdrawal of troops" has 
in aromatic substitution reactions, been "inspired unknowingly by 
hyciroboration and the chemistry communist propaganda." 
of organoboranes, selective re-
ductions, and organometallics and 
hydrides in synthetic chemistry. 
The seminar will be held at 
4:30 p.m. in room S-111, with cof-
fee available at 4:15. The seminar 
is open to the public. 
BULLETIN 
The House Councit Association 
Monday night approved a pro-
posal abolishing freshman cur-
On Tuesday, October 28, the fews for women. 
Chemistry Department will pre- The bill will be sent to Student 
sent the fourth in its series of Congress for approval before go-
seminars. Dr. Richard A. Keller, 
from the National Bureau of Ing to the Board of Trustees for 
Standards will speak on "Organic final approval. 
Dye Lasers." Dr. Keller received If approved, the bill is expected 
Continued (!ft page 14 I to go Into effect in January, 1970. 
The article suggests that those 
planning support of the Mora-
torium should think carefully 
who they arc working for. The 
nual Banner Day at Ithaca Col-
lege. Banners will be judged for 
originality and creativity and the 
judging will take place at half-
time of the Fall Weekend, Ithaca 
confrontation in America is said College vs. C. W. Post football 
to be between leftists on one side game, with a trophy being award-
and liberals and conservatives on ed to the winner. 
the other. This contest is open to all in-
The article is concluded with dividuals, dorms, greeks, and 
the statement, "The leftists of other organizations. The idea of 
today believe in bullets, not bal- Banner Day was originated in 
1967 by the brothers of Pi Lamb-lots, violence, not reason." 
This reporter spoke with three 
IC students who were giving out 
this article. They are Larry 
da Chi. Since that time the idea 
has spread to universities across 
the nation and even to the loyal 
fans of the amazing Mets. 
Owens, Kenneth Cohen, and Rich- No pre-registration is neces-
ard Falvey. All three said that sary, just bring your banner with 
Continued on page 14 you when you ~ome to the game. 
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Bomb Created 
New Science 
by William Ruof . 
A dynamic and humorous man, 
Ralph Lapp, delivered the second 
in a series of C. P. Snow Lec-
tures Tuesday. A good piece of 
the college, along with groups of 
interested outsiders, attended the 
lecture, which proved most en-
joyable and thought-provoking. 
Dr. Lapp took a general, 
sophisticated topic, The Scientist 
and National Problems, and con-
veyed it in a simple, understood-
by-all, manner. At the onset, he 
traced the history of scientiffo 
achievement from before World 
War II until the big science of the 
50's and 60's. The highlight of 
this sequence is the atomic bomb, 
which was developed in ignorance 
Record Exam 
Sets Dates 
Educational Testing Service an-
nounced today that undergradu-
ates and others preparing to go to 
graduate school may take the 
Graduate Record Examinations 
on any of six different test dates 
during the current academic year. 
The first testing date for the 
GRE is October 25, 1969. Scores 
from this administration will be 
reported to the graduate schools 
before December 1. Students 
planning to register for the Octo-
ber test date arc advised that, 
of its profound possibilities. Dr. 
Lapp was personally involved in 
a petition to object the bomb's 
use. The atomic bomb develop. 
ment commenced a new era in 
history, the atomic era or big 
science era. 
More government money was 
allocated to scientific research,· as 
scores of men teamed-up in a 
numerous amount of projects. Dr. 
Lapp brought us up to date in 
reference to intercontinental bal-
listic missiles and the safeguard 
Anti-Ballistic Missile System, de-
feated last August and the cause 
of much controversy over the 
summer. 
Dr. Lapp has had intimate con-
tact with many missile projects. 
He related the following facts: 
the. United States presently pos-
sesses 3,000 missile warheads; by 
1975 this number will be in the 
8,000-10,000 range. Russia is our 
prime target, each warhead being 
applications received by ETS 
after October 7 will incur a $3.00 
late registration fee. After Octo-
ber 10, there is no guarantee that 
applications for the October test 
date can be processed. · 
The other five test dates are 
December 13, 1969; January 17, 
February 28, April 25 and July 11, 
1970. Equivalent late fee and 
registration deadlines apply to 
these dates. Chioce of test dates 
should be detremined by the re-
quirements of graduate schools or 
fclolwships to which one is apply-
ing. Scores arc usually reported 
lo graduate schools five weeks 
after a test date. 
Continued on page 13 
Student Homophile League 
of 
Cornell University 
Meetings every Thursday at 6:30 p.m. 
Rm. G-19 Anabel Taylor Hall 
Cornell University 
Everyone Welcome!! 
determined for a city in the 
Soviet Union. 
However, it1is not a one-sided 
affair. Russia has a more vast 1 
missile system, sometimes having!, 
three warheads to a missile, mak-
ing it a heavier and more I 
damaging weapon. 
Dr. Lapp was active in the 
ABM talks over the summer, and i 
was quite pleased with the out- ! 
come. He believes it put the Pen- j 
tagon in a state of siege, and that i 
it made a challenge to the entire 
defense system. He said this took 
place due to a change in the · 
mood of the country, and signifi- : 
cant demonstrations on college ! 
campuses. j 
Dr. Lapp remains optimistic 
about arms limitation. He rea-
lizes that the arms build-up is 
an unstoppable game, but he sees 
some light in the case. For prob-
lems of this type, we need checks 
and challenges to procedure. 
There must be incentives to cause 
strict control of procedure. The 
certain comm1Ss1ons involved 
would be sent reports of under-
standings about procedure along 
Continued on page 14 
King and Queen 
To Vie For Crown 
Fall Weeke·nd 
vote for your choice for Queen 
and King oi Fall Weekend. Vot-
ing is going to be held in the 
Highrise, Union and Terrace, 
October 22-24. The lucky couple 
will be crowned at the carnival 
at 10:30 p.m. Don't forget to vote! 
Fall Weekend is shaping up 
and beginning to look like the 
best one ever held at Ithaca Col-
lege. Weekend tickets arc cur-
rently on sale in the Union from 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Mondays thru 
Fridays. The Weekend ticket will 
entitle you and your date to a 
host of fall festivities. Friday 
night will feature the popular 
outdoor carnival with booths de-
signed by fraternities, sororities 
and other campus organizations. 
WICB 11NOW 3011 SURVEY 
Week Beginning October 17, 1969 
This Last 
Week Week Title Artist 
1 3 Can't Find The Time Orpheus 
2 2 Wedding Bell Blues Fifth Dimension 
3 9 Delta Lady Joe Cocker 
4 1 Suit~: Judy Blue Eyes Crosby, Stills and Nash 
5 4 Dismal Doy Bread 
6 15 Something/Come Together Beatles 
7 5 Everybody's Talking Nilsson 
8 14 Was It Good To You Isley Brothers 
9 6 No One For Me To Turn To Spiral Starecase 
10 17 Echo Park Keith Harbour 
11 11 Something In The Air Thunderclap Newman 
12 7 What's The Use Of Breaking Up Jerry Butler 
13 Here Cornes The Sun Beatles 
14 10 Living In The U.S.A. Wilmer/Dukes 
15 12 Jean Oliver 
16 18 Don't Wc,ste My Time John Mayall 
17 And When I Die Blood, Sweat and Tears 
18 22 Ballad Of Easy Rider Byrds 
19 20 Born To Live, Born To Die Foundations 
20 8 You/ I Rugbys 
21 28 Turn On A Dream Box Tops 
22 27 Stone Free Jimi Hendrix Experience 
23 30 Any Way That You Want Me Evie Sands 
24 26 When I Die Motherlode 
25 29 Try A Little Kindness Glen Campbell 
26 Leaving On A Jet Plane Peter, Paul' and Mary 
27 Beautiful Peopl.: Melanie 
28 13 C'mon Everybody NRBQ 
29 Make Your Own Kind Of Music Mamo Cass 
30 Six Days· On The Road Taj Mahal 




Photo by Barb Ooldberi; 
Fall Weekend Queen nominations are from left to right: Carol Colby, Delta Phi Zeta, Soph., 
Speech Pathology • nominated by Delta Kappa; Shawne Darvay, Theta Alphi Phi, Senior, Drama 
- nominated by Theta Alpha Phi; Holly Johnson, Pi Theto Phi, Jr., Physical Therapy - by Pi Theta 
Phi; Kim Adams, Gamma Delta Pi, Soph., Psychology, by Pi· Lambda Chi and Sigma Alpha 
Nu; and Linda Friedman, Delta Phi Zeta, Senior, Sociology, by Phi Epsilon Kappa. 
Photo by Dnrb Goldb~ri: 
DON'T FORGET TO VOTE OCT. 22 FOR THE KING. The nominees are from left to right: 
Top Row: Tom Polimeni, Delta Kappa, Jr., Busir-ess Administration - nominated by Delttl Phi 
Zeta; Dan Parsons, Chi Epsilon Kappa, Sr., Physical Education - nominated by Phi Delta Pi. 
Bottom Row: Sam Matychak, Pi Theta Phi, Soph., Physical Therapy - by Pi Theta Phi; Joe Ficco, 
Kappa Gamma Psi, Jr., Music Education - by Mu Phi Epsilon; Gary Carney, Phi Epsilon Kappa, 
Sr., Physical Education - by Tau Alpha Mu; and John Baumann (not pictured) Pi Lambda Chi, 
Soph., English - by Gamma Delta Phi. 
The carnival begins at 8:30 and 
swings with the rock sounds of 
the Sounds of Magic till 12:30. 
Of course beer will be on tap .. 
Saturday will bring a Bombers 
match at home to stir up excite-
ment. The Friends of Distinction, 
known for 'Grazin in the Grass' 
and 'Let Yourself Go' and the 
Buddy Miles Express will appear 
at the Ben Light Gymnasium from 
8:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. Concert 
admission is $6.00 per couple 
without the weekend pass. Sched-
uled to last until 2:30 a.m. is a 
rock dance featuring the Sounds 
of Magic which will end the 
festivities for another Fall Week-
end. 
Don't forget to get your tickets 
at the Union ... and have a good 
weekend! 
WE1 VE CUT THE PRICE 
OF RECORDS! 
SAVE UP TO $3 
• West Montg_omery • Ray Charles 
• Mothers of Invention • Pete Seeger 
• Stan Getz • . Mamas and Papas 
• Grass Roots • Woody Guthrie 
and many, many more 
ALSO CLASSICALS 
403 COLLEGE .A VE. 
Phone 272 - 7111 
Chamber Music 
Concert Set 
Chamber music for clarinet and 
strings will be presented by mem-
bers of the Ithaca College Music 
School faculty in Walter Ford 
Hall at 8:15 p.m. Tuesday. 
The free public concert will 
feature Robert Schmidt, clarinet-
ist, and a faculty string quartet 
composed of Sanford Reuning and 
Thomas Michalak, violins; Joan 
Reuning, viola; and Einar Holm, 
cello. They will perform two 
clarinet quintets, Mozart's Quin-
tet in A Major and Brahm's Quin-
tet in B Minor. 
Continued on page 13 
Patronize Your 
Advertisers 
Fine Ithaca College Jewelry 
SPARICUNG OOID AND SILVER 
GENUINE FRENCH ~a 
Patten's Jewelen 
306 E. State Street 
. . . 
..:· _": : ·.i:. -·-- ' -
- ,~_._ .. ·,e;. ',::.. :~- - ~· .. 
j 
Magical Mystery Tour Three Profs 
Or Are You Dead Paul? Will Attend 
College Choir Plans 
Te Deum Laudamus 
Settings of "Te Deum Lauda-
mus"· (We Praise Thee, Lord) by 
three different composers will be Is Paul McCartney dead? I ABBEY ROAD- One-quarter Seminars 
-.,. Rumors have been Dying across of the "s" of_ the· word Beatles 
college campuses for the last is chopped off. O M • • • performed in a choral concert at 
month. Students have been dis- In the pictures of the Beatles ll }fiOrJtles Ithaca College on Thursday. The 
secting the symbolism ori the walking across a street, Paul is 8:15 p.m. program, in Walter 
Beatles' album covers attempt- out of step. Ford Hall, is open to the public 
ing to find an answer.• ,· Paul is holding his cigarette in Three Ithaca College faculty without charge. 
Although the rumor seems du- his right hand. Again, Paul was members have been nominated The performers include the 
bious at best (it seems hard to left-handed. for 1969-70 College Center of Ithaca College Choir and Chorus, 
believe that the world press would Paul is. again barefooted. the Finger Lakes seminars on directed by Don Haines Guidotti, 
have missed the scoop if "the In another picture, John is "Minorities in Latin America and the Chamber Chorus, ·whose di-
cutest Beatie" had really died) a dressed in white .like a doctor. rector is James Porterfield, and 
' R. is d d · bl k lik the United States." They will at-group .of •boys in West Tower ingo resse m ac , e a the College Orchestra, under the 
spent most of Saturday night ~ortician. Paul is dressed in grey, tend the seminars once a month direction of Thomas Michalak. 
. psyching out the possibilities. hke a dead man. . . thr0 ugh March. The first setting, from the 
~ They reported the following evi- To add to the evidence, our ID- Dr. Howard Burnett, president Cantiones Sacrae of Jan Pieters-
dence garnered from the albums: formers in West Tower note tbat of the nine-college consortium, zoon Sweelinck, dates from 1619 
MAGICAL MYSTERY TOUR _ Linda Eastman, who married ,aid the Center for International and will be sung by the choir. 
on the cover, Paul is wearing a Paul, formerly dated Paul's Programs and Comparative Stud- Vocal soloists who will join the 
walrus mask. The lyrics of "I Am brother. Is it possible that his :es of the State Education, De- chorus, chamber chorus and 
a Walrus" seem to imply that the brother is impersonating the partmcnt will co-sponsor the orchestra in Marc-Antoine Char-
walrus is dead. In a later album, famous Beatle? His brother was series. Stipends will be paid to pentier's setting are Althea Ferris 
we are told that the "Walrus is in a car accident, and it is possi- the faculty to cover travel and and Maria Floros, sopranos; Diana 
Paul." ble that he had plastic surgery )ther expenses. Jones, alto: Kenneth Pease, tenor; 
Paul is walking barefoot on and has been passing as Paul, Faculty members from Ithaca and Michael Kelly, baritone. 
the cover. Dead men do not wear they conjecture. College who will attend are John David Jackson will play continua. 
, Further, one of the West W. Ryan, assistant professor in h 
-shoes. Tower residents called a London T e final work is from· Quat-political science·, Edward de- t o p · S · · f G · There is a picture inside the number that he had obtained r ezzi acri O uiseppe 
album of the Beatles wearing from counting the number of dif- Aguero, assistant professor in Verdi, written in 1898, which will 
white tuxedos. John, George and ferently sized stars on the Magi- Spanish; and Chester F. Galaska, be performed by the combined 
Ringo are wearing red carna- cal Mystery Tour Album. The assistant professor in sociology, choral groups and orchestra. 
tions-Paul is wearing a black caller asked for Billy Shears, who 
one. figures in one of the Sgt Pepper 
SGT. PEPPER- In the right numbers. (Shears reportedly was 
corner of the cover there is a the first soldier to be thrown 
grave. On the grave is a bust out of the British army for 
of Paul's father and a trophy that smoking pot.) A woman answered 
Paul won as a boy. and said, "You're getting close. 
A left-handed bass guitar is But no one in Britain will help 
adorned with flowers that spell you." 
out Paul's name. Paul is (or was) To confirm the phone call, a 
left-handed. member of the Ithacan staff 
There is a hand raised over called the same number and was 
Paul's head. Could it be the hand told by the overseas operator, 
of death? "Is this one of the those Beatles 
On the back cover of the album, numbers? They're putting them 
three Beatles are facing front. all over their records. Don't waste 
Paul is facing back. your money." 
Sexuality and Response 
to Hit East ""Tower 
by Iris Goodman 
• A series of four film and lee- will be announced. 
ture programs focusing on human On Tuesday, November 4 at 
sexuality and response will be 8:00 p.m., Wilma Bouma of the 
presented by East Tower's house Planned Parenthood of Tompkins 
council. County, will discuss the film en-
According to Alice Prereau, titled "Human Sexuality and 
who is representative of East Birth Control." 
Tower and vice president of the Dr. David Hammond, director 
campus wide House Council As- of the college health center, will 
sociation, all college students present a lecture concerning the 
should be fully aware of sexual films, "Birth of a Baby," and 
problems and relationships. "Contraception" on Tuesday, No-
Four films are arranged in a vember 11 at 7:30 p.m. 
logical sequence so that an over- The programs will be held in 
all picture, from the concept of the rear of the East Tower lobby 
love to the birth of a baby, may and are open to the public. 
be presented. Proposed topics for future for-
,On Thursday night, October 16, urns are homosexuality and inter-
Father Graf introduced the series family relationships . 









Next Thursday, October 23 
THE SOUNDS OF MAGIC 
Admission $1.50 
Rtes. 13 & 366 
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BE WISE 
USE CLASSIFIEDS! 
Bl'I>\\'EIHER J,Alll,:L SKI ,1,\CKETS 
.at 'fhl' Pnrtv Fihot», :;ou ~. Cn.ru~a 
Ht ~7:1·!1008 
It'~ out to th<' Hoxl'nr thiH n!t,•rnoon. 
l>imt• Buds from ;J ::JD· .j ::JO 11nd tlw 
::rPat sinm,ls of tlw CAT'S MEOW. 
Tra<"Y nn'1 .J,•ff · To fu:ht nr not to 
fii:ht . thnt ih the (ltlt'Htrnn l 
SUPPORT TI1E BOMBERS TOMO!t-
ROW I 
Frul:n· ni::ht s1wc·i,1l :at the PORTER· 
HOUSE ROOM: I /2 boilc•,1 llnino lob-
.,tt'r 11lu~ lh•l11101111·n t4lt>nk, $:"> :.o 11cr 
1u•r.i.i1u Cull 272-.l!!.",!! for rc~<'r\"utions. 
P',,i1 · H.1\"t' yon truppccl .Tuc-k )'Pt! 
rrJw :.:ana.: 
BFl>\\'1•:1s1-:n llE.\CII TO\\'El,S nt The 
l'nrt\' Shop. 50Ll X. l'a~ ui.::a. St. !!7J. 
9008. 
To \\'110~! IT ~L\ Y co:-.c1-:1t:-.: \\'hero 
m lthnc11 ,·urt you lJUy rcl:111 lC'ntllC'r1 
Jlnvt• hnnrlha;.:-1" :incl lul!.i.:u:.:c rt•!Hdrcd 1 
.\J .. o the ht•st hl10,• r1•11111r in towu. 
81.0TTl-:O'H HIIOJ,; HEl'.\m 
:ioG "~- SlatP 8t. · ~72.an:w 
IH'll\\'I::ISF.H FOOTBALi, U~!llf!EL-
L.\S ut Tho Pnrtv 8ho11, 50!J ~- Cay-
u~:a St. 27:l-~•oon 
Tiu• 1h((t•rt•nc1• lu•t W('t•n col( zu1d poJiti· 
C'Hl oratorv t, that in l,!otf ,·ou cun"t im-
1,ro\·1• your lit-•. · 
\\'ho'• \\'ho? W.B. Coni:rats. 
Fnntasiic fllqucs nt tho noxcar next 
WPek, ZORRO and THE LONE RANG-
ER hii:hliJ:ht the proi:ram. Pree ndmiR· 
•ion, n• nlwny•, nn,I nil tho ,,opcom you 
cnn eat. 
DRINK OF THE WEEK - The Litt lo 
IJn"ll Cocktnil - 3 or the•o an<l you 
Golinth down. 
AIRPLANE PILOTS compose O ;, of our 
Jmpu1ntion .. Lt•nrn to fl\" :rnd jam a 
minoril\· r:roup that hni,, the rnu.t fun. 
CHARTAIR. lnr. 2:07-1666. 
JUST A MlNUTE -That-' nil it 1,,f.,•• 
for nn alf'rt ITHACAN u•111ll•r to "'r•ot 
,our udv<•rtif"cmcnt ... und drcide to 
net. 
Your 1mrt•ntR w11l wnnt to t,it•c lht• Box-
t·nr. [>ou•t l('t them down 
TI1E LEATHER GUILD? !'01111• to clo"n· 
town ltli.u·a.'s newt1i,,t l1•atfwr "'111111 and 
i-t•e Cur ,·ouri,.(•I(. Han«lruadP lt•atht•r 
j11t'kt•t~. ht•ll·hoth>IUN, !-antlal~ nn,l lu•hc;. 
I...m·att•il at 1~0-1/~ X ('avu:.:-n St. lu"-
1wnth th,• ('Jin ton llof•·I 011c>n J :,!-,i 
tll\Hv. frula,· un1tl 10. 
ltl'Jl J,,\IH:L Y.\Hll 1;00I>S for ,.,,,:_. 
ini.: Bud lh•ll"' *2 00/y<l at TIH· ParlY' 
8hop, 500 ~- Cnyu;.:a St. 27:J-!1011~. 
WATCJI OUT J".W.T ... K-V .\""' ,. 
:1tP-. hut- arrh·t•d ' 
\\"hnt 1:,.. nn S.R. 
1,n,:.:n·i-"J\t' pro::ra111111111(!' on ",eJ,. 
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WHERE IS ANN LIPKE NOW THAT 
WE REALLY NEED HER? 
"('onl't'l"lll'll '' 
IS PAUL McCARTNEY DEAD? 
~1.\1,.\ YHI,\:,. BATIK YAHll (;Olli>:-\ 
at The P11rty ~J1op, .j()!I :,.; t'ay1u:a St. 
:!7:1-!lOllH. 
11The HEDExperience" 
An Exciting Improvisation Group 
from the College 
2 SHOWS 9:30-11 :30 
Totally Different Entertainment 
..,,with a film entitled "What's This 
Thing Called Love." 
"The Game" will be shown on 
Monday, October 20 followed with 
a lecture on dating procedures 
by Mr. W. H. Lalor of the Health 
Service Department. The time 
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Editorials - -
The Blot 
The Moratorium is o\'cr -for this month 
anyway. Although we must admit to a bit of 
disappointment at the small number of Ithaca 
College students who participated in the 
actual canvassing, we were impressed by the 
enthusiastic crowd that attended the rally 
and t.ook the time to honestly examine their 
consciences. 
proposal supporting the Moratorium "in prin-
ciple." 
Those who voted against the motion did so 
because they felt that it was wrong to act 
without consulting their dormitories. Y ct no 
,;cnator has ever polled his constituency on 
C\'cry issue before Congress. 
Admiration must also be expressed for the 
faculty, many of whom cancelled their classes 
or devoted class time to discussing the Viet 
Nam war. It is indeed heartening that the 
generation gap has not penetrated the class-
room when it comes to such an important 
issue. ( It is to be hoped that the Moratorium 
has also begun to narrow the generation gap 
downtown.) 
Ochers felt that it was necessary to reject 
the motion because the Viet Nam war is an in-
dividual issue. While this might have been true 
three years ago, it is not now- Viet Nam 
is totally a national issue. 
Further; the Moratorium did not focus on 
whether the war is morally right or morally 
wrong. It only acted to ·stop the war. Nit-
picking as this may sound, it is prudent to 
point out that one's feelings on morality do 
not often coincide with one's actions. 
The <lcfcat of the proposal by Congress for 
these reasons is certainly a weak commenda-
tion. That our "student leaders" proved to be 
a blot on such an important day is hardly 
admirable. 
It is therefore extremely sad that Student 
Congress did not see fit to support "in princi-
ple'' an event that had gained the support of 
so much of the campus. At its meeting Mon-
day night, Congress voted 15-14 against a 
Letters To The Editor 
Obiedions 
Editor: 
I would like to correct an error 
m the October 10 issue of The 
Ithacan. Mrs. Ann l\laret Lipke 
Jones was not in any way a victim 
of a questionable dismissal as you 
stated in your headnote to the 
Guest Editorial. In the spring of 
1968 she received a letter of re-
appointment to teach for the aca-
demic year of 1968-1969, but then 
in May she walked out and left 
the English Department with the 
difficult problem of finding a 
last-minute replacement. Such 
behavior violates tht canons of 
professional behavior of the 
American Association of Univer-
sity Professors because the chief 
victims of such irresponsibility 
behavior violates the canons of 
are the students. Mrs. Lipke was 
helpful in referring me to her 
close friend, Mrs. Beatrice Gold-
man, as a candidate. 
Although I have no intention of 
indulging in a "rhetorical analy. 
sis" of Mrs. Lipke letter - as 
tempting as her delightful and 
humorous disquisition may be -
I will point out one minor vagary 
that readers of The Ithacan may 
check for themselves. if they arc 
interested. In a small way it il-
lustrates the difficulties that the 
Dean, the Provost, and I experi-
enced in trying to communicate 
with Mrs. Lipke. She states ex-
plicitly at one point in her letter 
that she is going to analyze my 
letter to the English Majors· Club 
dated September 15. 1969. After 
quoting repeatedly from this let-
ter she refers to my "unfortunate 
phrase" - ''broad based." Un-
fortunately there is no such 
phrase in my letter. Puzzled by 
this discrepancy. I searched 
through the "literature" that has 
already appeared in The Ithacan 
and finally found the phrase 
"broad base" attributed to me in 
an interview. Mrs. Lipke nowhere 
makes reference to this inter-
view, and I assume no rcsponsi-
bility for a phrase quoted by a 
reporter. Since she needed the 
misquotation "broad based" for 
her witticism, I think it only fair 
she should claim her own child. 
Surely a minor vagary of Mrs. 
Lipke, but quite revealing of the 
character of one who has been 
trained in responsible scholar-
ship and who is at the moment 
attempting to discredit the in-
tegrity of others. Mrs. Lipkc's 
letter is sprinkled with more 
serious irresponsible statements 
which at this date can be identi-
fied only by members of the Eng-
lish Department or the adminis. 
tration. 
On the possibility that Mr. San-
ford Schwartz is another one of 
the "three former English faculty 
members" whose "dismissals" 
have "disconcerted" you, may I 
point out that on October 22, 
1968. Mr. Schwartz announced to 
the department that he had de. 
cided he would not return to 
1thaca College for the academic 
yar of 1969-1970. There is corrcs-
r,ondence in the departmental 
files to verifv this statement re. 
gardless of \\;hat Mr. Schwart; re-
peatedly said around the campus 
about being "dismissed.·• The De-
partment did not choose to con-
tradict him and to undermine 
his integrity while he was still 
, member of the Ithaca College 
faculty. 
E. W. Terwilliger, Chairman 
Department of English 
Editor: 
The Ann Lipke letter in last 
week's Ithacan caused quite a 
stir in the academjc community 
of Ithaca College. A wide range 
of comments have been ex-
pressed, the English Department 
being the prime target. Dr. Ter-
williger, the chairman of the de-
partment in question, submitted 
a statement to this newspaper, as 
seen on page 4 of this issue. He 
was unavailable for further com-
ment. 
Provost Davies read the article 
with "unflagging interest." A 
tenured member of the English 
faculty was glad to see excite-
ment on this campus for a 
change. 
However, the charge is not 
against the English department 
only, but the administration as 
well. It is here that I'm going to 
try and convey my point. All the 
material handed out, and all of 
the voices heard have been one-
sided and very persuading. 
It's nice to protest, but what 
are you protesting for? I believe 
that you must be able to sec 
through a problem to understand 
it fully. This involves respecting 
the views of the opposition 
though they contradict your own 
views. It's probably one of the 
hardest things for us to do, but 
it's worth the effort. 
If you arc so deeply concerned 
to the point of protest and com-
mittee membership, make sure 
you've got the issue straight. Go 
to the parties in question. Find 
out for yourself. The unknown 
possibility: you may be wrong, 
Being wrong is a shock to most 
people. It's out of the question. 
Case closed-no debate. An open 
forum of trust must be set-up so 
that communication is effective 
and innovative. 
The English department and 
the Administration sacrificed 
many hours on the current con-
troversy. Now, it's your turn to 
be objective and sacrifice some of 
your time. If you don't, please 




I know you'll have lots of com-
ments, so here's mine ... 
Cleanest practical joke I've ever 
seen ... the physics department 
(Paul Smith's Gang) has really 
let the thing get away from 
Continued on page 14 
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' The Disillusionment Of A 1969 Graduate 
By Dan Karson· and Joe Bogardus 
The following is a speech delivered by Joseph 
Bogard1ts tke 1968-69 student body vice presi,. 
de,it, at the June 28 Ithaca College Alumni 
dinner. 
Tlie speech, written by Joe and Daniel 
Karson, the past president of the studt:nt 
body, over tlze telephone, caused qufte a stir. 
Joe relates 1./iat a respectable lady with a cane 
mare/zed ttp to him after the speech and said, 
"I'm from the class of '19, and we said the 
same things tlien. We understand and we're 
behind vou." 
I sho~ld preface my remarks by saying that 
this speech is the result of a collaboration be-
tween Daniel Karson, the outgoing President 
of the Student Body, and myself. This i.s the 
last public utterance of our administration, 
and instead of patting Student Government on 
the back by retelling the splendid accomplish-
ments of this year, we think it is appropriate 
to speak to our fellow alumni about Ithaca 
College the way few other people can - as 
members of the most recent Student Govern-
ment and as recent graduates of Ithaca Col-
lege. 
We want to describe the significant events 
at Ithaca College in their proper perspective 
as they pertain to the future of this college, 
American education and the life of this political 
state, What we will discuss lias such signifi-
cance, we believe, because it is related to events 
borne of dissent and conflict that often J?;rew 
into rcgretablc confrontation. We even had our 
confrontations here. 
Much is said about our discontented gener-
ation, about our denial of the values our par-
ents live by and our incredible behavior in the 
face of our affluence, our upbringing and our 
democracy. \Ve have listened to and scruti-
nized the attitudes Qf our parents and reached 
a decision -we want something better. Upon 
examination, the source of our conduct and our 
beliefs is really not as mysterious as it is 
made out to be. We behave the way we do 
because you have taught us well and we are 
good students. 
All during our school years you taught us 
that America was borne of a revolution, de-
signed to free this nation. The revolution, we 
learned, had the support of only a minority -
one-third, the historians say - while the large 
silent majority ( the non-demonstrators, non-
protesters as we call them today) either sup-
ported the British or were apathetic to the 
revolutionary process. NO one gave these 
rcvolutnarics the right to meet in Philadelphia 
and act as a country. NO one elected them. 
NO one ).cgalized them. But, we were told, 
what they did was right and democratic. They 
told us that in the course of human events it 
may become necessary for one people to dis-
solve the political bands which connected them 
with another. They told us that we hold these 
truths to be self-evident, that all men are 
created equal, that they are endowed with 
certain inalienable rights, that governments 
arc instituted among men, depriving their just 
pmvcrs from the consent of the governed. That 
whenever any government becomes destructive 
of these ends, it is the right of the people to 
alter or abolish it. And we believed what we 
were taught. \Ve had to wait until college to 
discover that not all the colonial aristocrats 
were democrats, but we believed anyway. 
You also taught m; that Congress, the 
representatives of the people, and only Con-
gress can declare war, and we believed that. 
You taught us to respect the law and pre-
serve order, and we believed that too. 
· You taught that America was a democracy 
and we believed that. · 
And to pcrscrvc and invigorate our democ-
racy you taught us the value of free expres-
sion, which in college we learned was euphe-
mistic for conflict, the necessary dissension 
that exercises democracy. 
And so when law and order was not en-
forced, we asked the government to stand up 
for the Constitution and its 14th and 15th 
amendments, for surely we could not be a 
democracy with rule of the people if a portion 
of our popoulation was not entitled to civil 
liberties. In fact, for most of our history blacks, 
women and individuals without property 
could not vote, and so there was no rule of 
the people, and no democracy. 
And when one man declared war in another 
part of the world by ordering 500,000 members 
of our generation to Southeast Asia' with the 
interpreted consent of our representatives we 
stood up for the Constitution and protested. 
. When thi~ democratic and peace-loving na-
t10n was bemg challenged by :l miliczuy bu-
reaurucy nm.I an industrial complex sus-
piciously allied, we dissented again. 
But the reaction to our claims astounded us. 
We were labelled radicals, deviants, on-Ameri-
cans, and by some, traitors. To challenge a 
government, our government, engaged in a 
war with a totalitarian enemy was tantamount 
~· to aiding, comforting and abetting that enemy. 
What was wrong h·ere was a dangerous 
confusion, a confusion between the words gov-
ernment and state. The state is that political 
entity comprising the body politic -200 
million Americans. It is defined by the Consti-
tution and our laws. The government, on the 
other hand, is a group of our citizens chosen 
to administer the state. The state is perman-
ent, the government is transient. If the gov-
ernment misuses its power or disobeys the 
Constitution, we change governments. We can 
accuse the government of disloyalty. The gov-
ernment is not the sole repository of patriotism "' 
and national purpose. The assertion that by 
virtue of the information the government has 
access to, its policy is justifiable, is a repre-
hensible and repulsive thought. In Great 
Britain members of the Conservative ( or op-
position) Party call for the resignation and 
downfall of the government daily. The Prime 
Minister is insulted and defiled, and this is 
accepted behavior. In the United States, all 
we did was question some policies, but it took 
a while before dissent became fashionable or 
even acceptable. ' . 
Who was there to turn to but the institution 
th~t in.spired us,. the American college and 
university? But like the government, politics 
business, industry, labor, which were hopeless: 
ly depraved, the university was corrupt also. 
But not hopelessly. If the university could be 
salvaged, it could be utilized as a tool to re-
form the American community. We found the 
Am~ric~n colleg~ and university was lagging 
behind m educatwn. Less and less was it train-
i!lg us to think and question. It was training 
us to accept - the accepted way. Its courses 
were. less and less re!evant. It was failing to 
provide a very special function. A creative 
environment in which students become aware 
of what is relevant to them and provide the 
facilities for them to expand that awareness. 
For relevance and awareness are subjective and 
it happens to an individual as a result of ex-
perience. The university's professors devoted 
less and less time to the classroom. They 
\\!ere off counseling presidents, advising big 
business, attending global conferences and 
mediating labor disputes. The university made 
less and less of an important commitment to 
compensating the disadvantaged. And worst of 
all, it was in league with the protagonists of 
modern warfare. 
The first group to take issue with the uni-
versity was the students. And across the coun-
try student organizations petitioned for re-
dress of irrievancc. Where conscience com-
p_ellcd them, the actions they took were dras. 
n~. Everyone has their own margin of toler-
ation. Compared to the margin of 1776, how-
ever, we have not seen anything yet. 
At Ithaca College, most of the problems we 
have described were absent. Yet, the Student 
Government sought to achieve for the Stu-
dent Body a greater role in the decision-
making process. \Ve were able to seat students 
on every major decision-making group on 
campus. In some cases, this proved .insignifi-
cant as the decision making process here on 
South Hill i~ highly centralized. In other cases, 
we accomplished a great deal. On some issues 
we were at odds with the administration and 
at times we approached, but never reached" 
a serious confrontation. 
An SOS chapter was established at Ithaca 
College this past year for the first time. This 
organization was a positive factor in stimu-
ment joined with SDS in the efforts of the 
fating discussion and debate. Student Govern-
Afro-American Society to increase the num-
the opportunities for black studies. 
ber of black students at Ithaca College and 
In most cases the administration was en-
lightened in comparison to others across the 
country. But in some cases it was not. We 
expressed a desire to see the college's budget. 
We hear so much about how the college is a 
business, and we decided to see how our in- . 
vestment was doing. In mid-February 'the 
to show the budget to. the Campus Life Com-
B~ard of Trustee~ gave the President the right 
m1ttee, but despite constant requests we did 
not get the budget until May. And this is the 
Campus Life Committee, the great hope of the 
future, an organization which gets far more 
publicity than it deserves. 
Vje have now a large number of politically 
active students. Next year we will have far 
more, especially among the freshman. Some 
will accept the legitimacy of Student GnvP,..,. 
ment, which is now l,oadc.J by a great presi-
ckm, l'i::evm O'Brien, while some will choose 
othef f on~s of expression. Politics requires the 
part1C1pat1on of many groups. But .we seriously 
doubt the Student Body will be as patient as it 
was this year. They will not wait two and a 
half months to see the budget. They will not 
tolerate the archaic curfew. However, they will 
Continued on page 13 
Cops Doubt· 
Saga 
by Dick Frunk 
as told to Eric Bing 
What good are laws that pro-
tect an individual's. rights if those 
laws are disregarded by the po-
lice? In some cases the police 
·will abuse an individual if that 
person does not conform to what 
they believe the All-American 
should look like. You know the 
All-American look-neat, clean, 
and well mothered. 
Dicky does not conform to the 
All-American- image. I asked him 
for his own story of bis return 
,,,,,,. trip from Boston, September 28. 
"I was lying on the side of an 
entrance ramp to the Mass Turn-
pike minding my own business. 
I hadn't even started hitching. 
"The State Police pulled up and 
waved me over to the car. They 
told me to get in and I asked 
what for? 
"They just grabbed me and 
pulled me in the cop car. They 
.._ told me I was under arrest and 
informed be of my rights, which 
I was too scared to care about. 
"I was driven about ten miles 
to a little police station in the 
woods. We travelled on dirt roads 
almost all of the way there. 
"When I got into the station, 
there was another cop in the 
office. He asked me for my identi-
fication. I showed him my Ithaca 
College meal card, but he did.n't 
believe it was mine. He told me 
. that I could make one phone call 
on the pay phone. I told him that. 
I only had a dollar bill and I 
• asked him for change. He said 
that he only had 85 cents change 
for the dollar or forget the phone 
call. 
"I gave him the dollar for his 
change, He turned away from me 
without letting me know where 
the phone was. I walked around 
the desk to face him because I 
PARIS PEACE CONFERENCE 
didn't know his name and I didn't 
want to say 'Hey You.' I was try. 
ing to be polite because I was 
still scared. As soon as l got in his 
view he yelled, "I told you to stay 
out of this office'-You can put 
that in quotes because that's ex-
actly what he said-He never told 
me to stay out. Was he mad.' " 
(Do you want me to tell you 
how I messed up the .,hone call. 
I had to call my brother at Ith-
aca.) 
"The first thing I bad to do 
was call the operator for Ithaca 
information, so I got the informa-
tion for student numbers. I final-
ly got my brother's number. The 
phone kept my dime. 
'The police wouldn't give me a 
piece of paper and a pencil. They 
said that I'm a college kid so I 
should be able to remember a 
few numbers. Then the cop start-
ed asking me questions like, 
what is the color of my hair and 
eyes, how tall am I. After be 
brother's number. I had to go 
... ~-') ,~·· ...-:· 
"&::..,,""'.) ~,. 
_ •• •• t!~ • \1'. 
~,.·P',~ .~h/(~r· 
'.~~~. 
was through I baa forgotten my 
through all of the information 
operators again. 
"I finally got my brother. I 
asked him to send me money and 
I told him about the mess that 
I was in. 
I asked the cop how much the 
bail and fine was going to be. 
He told me to get a lot of money, 
I told my brother to send me at 
least $50. 
The cop asked me if I could get 
the money, I told him that I 
didn't know. 
"He told me to empty by 
pockets, take off my belt, and 
take off my shoes. 
He then told me to get into 
jail. As an after thought he told 
me to take off my pants. He 
shook my pants and then gave 
them back. 
He put me in the cell and 
locked it. I asked him if I was 
going to get any dinner. He told 
me not to worry about it. He 
Continued on page 14 
Henry listened, thus avoiding a rapidly ap-
proaching sugar maple. 
LWE 
has applied the same feedback principle to 
. high fidelity. When an LWE speaker is driven 
"off the road11 or distorted, a small black 
box inside sends an error message to the 
driver or amplifier in question 
111 
ILWEl·w 
The result is loads of smooth, undistorted 
bass and highs of extreme clarity. These 
amazing speaker systems will be demon-
strated this afternoon at 
LAFAYETTE 
(Boxcar) by engineers d-irect from 
LWE'S 
Houston headquarters. Come out and get 
an ear full of sound and a stomach full of 
free cider and doughnuts at 
LAFAYETTE 
- Where else ? 
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Black Panther Party 
Faces Eradication 
LOS ANGELES (CPS) - The 
Black Panther Party is being 
slowly, careiully, but very as-
suredly eradicated. The highly. 
organized process that is elimi-
nating all the top leaders is in 
full swing. Whether it is con. 
scious or not, it is indicative that 
the status quo has the unnerving 
ability to stave anything that 
threatens it. 
There are now, a least, 46 top 
party officials, including chair-
man Bobby Seale, under arrest 
from New Haven to Los Angeles. 
They are being held on bail that 
exceeds $2 million. 
Even if the charges on the 
Panthers are real (which is high-
ly suspect) - even were the bail 
somehow justified, even if they 
are all truly guilty, wouldn't the 
number of arrests of prestigious 
officials alone draw the attention 
of the press? So it seems. But 
while Dave and Chet and Walter 
and Eric content themselves with 
discussions about other political 
groups such as the Mobe, the 
Presidio 27 or the Milwaukee 14, 
the press has refused to deal with 
the Panthers. Thus, the story of 
their very real oppression goes 
unknown - and the blatant at-
tempts to annbiliate them extra-
legally flourish with.out criticism. 
The Black Panther Movement 
is apparently so threatening it 
must be fought with- our greatest 
weapon: ignoring it. By totally 
ignoring this revolution we are 
Continued on page 14 
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MUSIC REVIEW R One Foot In, One Foot O~t  
by David Bugll - . 
The seeond organ recital of tiously, perhaps, but in the end New Directions in The Student Movement _ 
the season was given Friday night was playing fast, clean foot pas-
at Ford Hall. The guest performer sages and equally demanding by Craig Wolf .. 
was Father David Gallagher. passages on the manuals as well. 
The recital, which did not get The second part of the program 
off to a very good start, pro- opened with Cesar Franck's "Fan-
gressively got better towards the tasie in A", perhaps the most 
end. Indeed, if one were to ignore haunting piece I'ye ever heard 
the unevenness of the first num- performed on organ. The organ-
ber, "Maestoso" by Louis Vierne, ist's use of the swell added nicely 
one might judge it to be a truly to this haunting quality. An ''In-
first-rate program. On this, as on termezzo" by Charles M. Widor 
other numbers, he achieved beau- followed. In this lively piece the 
tiful dynamic contrasts through performer made quick changes 
his use of registration and swell. from one manual to another with-
Father Gallagher used swell more out disturbing the flow of the 
effectively than most organists I piece as had happened on the 
have heard and it was unfortu- first number. 
nate that on this number the For an encore Father Gallagher 
swell was a bit squeeky. played a "Toccatta" composed 
Next on the program were two by a friend of his, Professor 
movements from Handel's "Con- Arslanian. Before performing the 
certo XI" and three chorale pre- piece he informed the audience 
ludes by Ernst Pepping, the only of the technical feats required of 
living composer listed on the pro- performer and whimsically sum-
gram. ,;he second movement from marized, "People who have lis-
the Hlindel contained a march- tened to this piece have doubts of 
like ostinato and the organist Professor Arslanian's friendship 
chose some charming registra- for me". This piece was hard in 
tions to use on the variations that it required quick double 
above it. One of the c~orale pre- pedaling, a lot of drive, and a 
ludes, "Mit Freuden Zart" had good rhythmic sense to maneuver 
an almost French-like texture through the meter changes. The 
which Father Gallagher handled piece was highly orchestral in 
in a properly reserved manner. texture and basically diatonic in 
It was on the last work of the design. Because it was so excit-
first half of the program, Bach's ingly performed it was a very 
"Prelude and Fugue in A minor", 
that I first saw the extent to appropriate piece on which to end 
which the performer could handle what turned out to be a good pro. 
technique. He started a bit cau- gram. 
~ ri ·~~WeJ.ERS ,~,~ ..
UNIQUE 
JEWELRY. 
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A POSSIBLE PAUSE in the activities of dissident and rad-i-
cal _students maY: occur shortly. The focus is likely to shift from 
action to thought for a few years, and then back to action. 
By actions I mean the seizing of property, the shutting 
down of classes, and the provoking of confrontations through 
~he m~king of _threats. By thoughts I mean the careful gather-
mg of mformat!on, the choosing of goals, t~e building of ideology, 
and the plannmg of strategy. Staategy implies further action. 
Therefore, the upcoming pause in action may be just the calm 
before the storm. 
• • • 
First _among the reasons for the pause is the need the radicals 
have to figure out just what it is they really want to do. It's 
t:asy to kno"'. that something's wrong, but it's not easy to fig-
ure out precisely what's wrong and it's harder yet to decide 
what would be better. After a goal has been agreed upon comes 
the ~roble!11 of how to get from here to therf:: strategy. All this 
requires t!me for study, thought, discussion, decision-making 
and planning. 
. Previous ~ctions, when they have been extreme, have been 
~ mixture of failure and succ~ss. There has been succes~ in raising 
issues that have not been raised much before success m increas-
ing the number. of radicals and sympathizers,' success in bringing 
ab<?u.t some ~mor changes, and success in gaining practical 
poht1c:,1l expenen~e. B1;1t _perhaps the failures weigh more heav-
ily: failure to ay-01d splitting the students and causing the growth 
of strong reactionary and conservative sentiment failure to re-
solve inte_rnal factionalism among the radicals, ;nd failure to 
cause basic and fundamental change in the colleges. 
~nother reason for a pa~s.e in acti?~s is the increasing re-
pression from college and civil authontaes -who are clamping 
d_own o~ students who f!.O too far in their actions. Forceful ac-
tions wall p~obably not be used since the "Establishment" has 
now mad~ at known that it is willing and able to meet such 
threats with even greater force. 
For these reasons, student activism is likely to quiet down 
for a while and be confined to more moderate means. 
• • • 
. Such a paus~ ,has advantages and disadvantages for both 
sides. For both, at s a breather and a time for regathering of f orc~s. For the d~fenders of the status quo it is a chance to 
ms~atute reforms m hopes of stealing enough thunder from the 
radicals to ~en~er them .Jneffecti".e in bringing about greater 
changes ( this as called co-optataon"). For the radicals the 
passage of a few years will enable more of their number t~ be-
come faculty members. 
. Most interest_ing and uni:>redictable ar«: the several possible 
disadvantages facmg the radicals. The entire movement might 
c~ol off for lack· of actions to keep the fires burning, especially 
smce studen~s are around for only four years and require con-
~tant ~ducataon. ~owever, low-level actions combined with high-
mtens1ty persuasion_ of students might develop a lot of latent 
heat to be_ fanned mto flames later (figuratively speaking). 
The . biggest problem the radicals face if there does occur 
a pause in actions is that refor_mism will succeed in placating 
most of the students, thus robbmg support from those radicals 
Continued.on page 11 
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'loo CAMBRIDGE__:_ The Arts and Sciences faculty of Har-
vard University called for the rapid withdrawal of United 
States troops from Vietnam. The withdrawal resolutio'n followed 
a faculty vote of 255 to 81. A similar action took place two weeks 
ago at Columbia University by the University Senate. By voting 
on the Vietnam issue, Harvard professors ended their traditional 
neutrality on political questions. 
NEW YORK - An assemblage of black activists and in-
tellectuals called for a citywide work stoppage hy black work-
ers on November 3. "Black Solidarity Day'' will display the 
unity among the majority of hlacks. Similar actions arc being 
organized in Detroit, Cleveland, Los Angeles, and Chicago. A 
sponsor of November 3, Lloyd Johnson. said the demonstra-
tion will show the mounting black opposition to the "growing 
conservatism" among; whites in the United States. 
WASHINGTON, Mass. -Ario Guthrie wed ;\fas Jackie 
Hyde of Los Angeles in a genuine and 1110\"ing ceremony among 
the rolling hills and meadows of \lassachusetts. To accommo-
date his new acquisition, Ario recently purchased 250 acres of 
woods and hills and two sm;11l h<>uses. The ritual was high-
lighted by a song from Judy Collins and some soothing love 
music from a rock band. 
LOS ANGELES - The Board of Regents at UCLA will 
allow Angela Davis to teach Black Historv onlv on a no credit 
basis. Miss Davis recently admitted that· she 1s a Communist 
and a known black militant. The students of UCLA arc over-
whelmingly behind her, as arc the members of the black studies 
department who have threatened to remove grades from all 
courses if credit is not given for the course~ of :\liss Davis. 
SAN FRANCISCO-:'\[cdical decisions, such as predicting 
which of the wounded will live and which will die, arc becoming 
extremely difficult for military doctors in Vietnam. The special 
problem is determining which of the wounded soldiers should 
have Jimbs amputated and which can be treated without am-
putation. For example, some men have died because of attempts 
to treat a limb rather than amputate. Improvements in the care 
of the wounded is the cause for the problems. 
P al~t~ f 
y St~~l;ncorporal ed 
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by Fran Markover 
Holmes Hall, Ithaca College's 
coeducational dorm, was original-
ly organized as a residence hall 
for intellectual stimulation in an 
academic atmosphere. Has this 
experiment in college living 
worked successfully? In an inter-
, . 
view October 9, Craig Wolf, presi-
dent of Dorm 5, tried to answer 
this question in terms of the 
achievements and problems he 
has had to deal with. 
On the positive side, Holmes 
Hall is indeed a vitally active 
dorm for many 'or its resldents. 
It is frequently the site of forums, 
discussions, and private talks. 
Lecturers have been heard speak-
ing on topics ranging from inter-
national politics to birth control. 
This year the C. P. Snow lecture 
Continued on page 14 
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Bally 
by Purl Mruwb 
The Ides of October, crisp, 
clear day, American flag flown 
at 3/4 mast, "the head" sporting 
the traditional peace symbol. M-
Day at Ithaca College. 
Approximately 450 students 
drifted in and out of the rally 
area from 10 a.m. to noon to hear 
the decidedly anti-war sentiments 
of various members of the Ithaca 
College community. The speak-
ers included Ithaca College Presi-
dent Howard Dillingham, Mike 
Ainsley, Professor John Pavia, 
Professor Ron Tabor, Jim Ball, 
and Professor Chandler Morse 
(from Cornell). 
Preceded by an introductory 
statement by Greg Lindsay, an 
LC. student and one of the or-
ganizers of the rally, President 
Dillingham presented a short but 
well received speech on the na-
tionwide Vietnam Moratorium. 
"The strong opposition of the 
people cannot be ignored," he 
said, and the activities of October 
15 all over the nation "will have 
a profound effect." Judging the 
actions of America's political and 
military leaders "gross miscalcu-
lations," Dillingham urged the 
effective organization of our citi-
zens to end the war. 
Mike Ainsley, a Vietnam veter-
an who lost his left leg in combat, 
received a standing ovation for 
bis speech, 119«:tober l~ - The 
Beginning." Emphasizing the in-
justice of the war, both to U.S. 
soldiers and to the Vietnamese 
people, Ainsley called for an in-
tensive drive to work for peace 
in Southeast Asia. He is "sick: 
of the,AdminiStration's tricks and 
gimmicks." 
After a song by a folk duo, 
John Pavia, professor of history 
at Ithaca College, spoke of the 
history of the Vietnam conflict 
and America's so-called acci-
dental involvement. He, too, 
stressed immediate withdrawal of 
U.S. forces there. 
History professor Ron Taber, 
who taught at Purdue University 
last year, focused bis talk on 
"American Power and Corporate 
Liberalism." Questioning the U.S. 
system of free enterprise and 
selective support of various non-
democratic governments, Tabor 
drove his point home by attack-
ing the American concept of con-
temporary liberalism. 
Jim Ball, and English major at 
...... ~ .... 
Canvassing· 
by Al Greene 
Eight weeks ago, few people, says, "I feel sorry for Nixon, but 
if any, had ever heard the words then again I'd feel sorry for any-
"Vietnam Moratorium." By the one in his shoes right now." I 
time this issue reaches you it convince her to sign my petition 
will have become a household and then hand her a Vietnam 
word. What was it like? What Moratorium Fact Sheet. The fact 
were the reactions of the stu- sheet tells you all sorts of good-
dents involved? Perhaps even ies like what the 15 years in Viet-
more important, what was the re- nam have cost the American peo-
action of the people of the City pie - 45 thousand American 
of Ithaca? boys dead - 150 thousand U.S. 
It's 2 p.m. and by now most of 
the people who had signed up for 
canvassing are in small · groups 
near the Head. At 2:15, two peo-
ple began to walk down the steps 
carrying a banner, and the small 
groups of people quic!dY follow. 
The March for Peace bas begun. 
soldiers crippled - 300 billion 
dollars of tax money. We have to 
throw in the money angle . . 
the folks eat it up. 
The third house gives me a bit 
of rest . . there is no one home. 
1· push a letter under the door. 
The letter tells "Dear Citizen" 
that if he/she desires to sign the 
petition to please call 2564821. 
My next housewife is the first 
one to admit that she is against 
the Moratorium effort. "Yeah, 
Behind schedule, of course, we 
I.C. who warned against "creep. reach Dewitt Park and ~e st~-
ing apathy" on our campus, was_ dents began to head for then- can-
followed by Chandler Morse, pro- vassing routes. My route is SB, 
fessor of economics at Cornell. the Buffalo Street area. And, with 
The Imperialist Sy~tem, Morse much apprehension, I start out. 
sta~d, must be changed. This 
period of new colonialiSm, where 
weaker peoples are subject to 
imperialist governments, must 
look," she says, "I know we don't 
On the way to my area I bump belong there but for Pete's sake 
end. 
The rally resumed after an one-
hour break at two p.m. to organ-
ize and begin the march to Dewitt 
Park. 
March 
by Al Greene 
Mass protests have not only 
been unpopular here at IC, but 
they have also been pretty in-
frequent. Perhaps Wednesday 
afternoon was a sign that the 
times are changing. 
At 2:15 p.m. Ithaca College 
students began a silent march 
down South Hill to Dewitt Park. 
City of Ithaca police estimated 
the crowd of marchers as three 
to four hundred students. 
The march, however, was not 
without incident. I heard a num-
ber of hecklers, mainly downtpwn 
citizens, shout derogatory com-
ments to the marchers. One wo-
man yelled to a friend standing 
beside her, "Let's get off the 
street; I wouldn't want to be as-
sociated with this group of Com-
munists. My family fights for its 
country." 
A number of people were im-
pressed with the march and with 
its purpose. I spoke with Father 
Graf at the conclusion. of the 
parade· in Dewitt Park and asked 
him for his comments on the 
demonstration. 
He said that be was very im-
pressed by the turnout for the 
march, and indicated that be was 
very much in support of the 
Moratorium and what it stood 
for. He did feel that this was 
hopefully only a beginning and 
stated, "If people are really com-
mitted perhaps they would sup. 
port an economic boycott of 
Christmas." 
I then spoke with Lance Brad-
ley, one of the IC student leaders 
for M-day, and asked him his im-
pressions of the mach. "It was 
successful beyond my wildest ex-
pectations," he said. "I think the 
students at Ithaca College and 
for that matter all over the coun-
try realize that this slaughter has 
got to come to an end." 
Hopefully the march downtown 
brought that end a little bit 
closer. 
into another canvasser. (It wasn't (Who's Pete?) let's not leave those 
hard, there are so damn many of Vietnamese people stranded." I 
them.) His name is John Smith do not even bother to ask her if 
(the names have been changed to she wants to sign the petition. It 
protect the guilty) .. I ask him would just be a waste of time. 
what be thinks of the moratorium. My next two homeowners also 
His answer, to say the least, have the misfortune of not being 
shocks me. "Christ," he says, home but my last housewife 
"most of you think that the is a true experience. She 
enemy is the NLF. When are you must have been waiting all day 
going to learn that the real for someone to knock at her 
enemy is the system? The system door. I swear she must have that 
is the thing we gotta beat, not speech of hers memorized. I won't 
the Communists." I can not even even attempt to quote her, but 
understand what he is saying, her main points were that Nixon 
yet I try to get into a meaningful stinks, the U.S .. is acting like the 
conversation with him. My first Roman Empire-Imperialistic, and 
day in the world of politics has they shouldn't allow parking on 
gotten off to a shaky start. Buffalo Street. 
So, with mixed emotions, I 
walk up the sidewalk to meet my 
first homeowner . . . I ring the 
doorbell .. it doesn't work, so I 
knock and almost put my fist 
through a peeling warped piece 
of plywood. An old lady answers, 
peeking behind the door and with 
a bit of fear in her voice asks me 
what I want. Panic! I forget the 
speech that I bad memorized 
earlier in the day. I grab for my 
packet and read off the intro-
ductory speech that must have 
been written for just such an 
emergency. Believe it or not this 
old bag knew what I was talking 
about and begins to give me a 
speech about the evils of war. 
The initial shock is wearing off; 
thoughts are beginning to enter 
my mind once again , . . I ask 
her what she thinks of the war, 
and her opinion of the job that 
Nixon is doing. "Well, I guess 
rm like most people," she said, 
"I'm against the war. I hate as 
much as anyone to see boys get-
ting killed, but I don't think that 
Nixon can do much more than 
what he is doing." 
Then, just as I bad practiced 
earlier in the day, I read off the 
petition. "We, the undersigned 
citizens of Tompkins Cou11ty, sup-
port the bill in Congress calling 
for the withdrawal of all Ameri-
can troops from Vietnam by no 
later than Dec. l, 1970." I don't 
have to read any further . . she 
agrees to sign my petition. One 
house, one signature. I begin to 
think that my day is not going 
to be so bad after all. 
My second house is not much 
different from the first. She 
I have visited all the homes in 
my area, but I am having to much 
fun to stop now. I walk by the 
post office and the urge is just 
too much to resist. I walk up to 
some guys loading a truck. I start 
to introduce myself but the short 
stocky one calls me a trouble-
maker. "You kids are just walk-
ing around town creating trouble. 
If we weren't in Vietnam the 
Communists would take it over. 
You know as well as I do that we 
can't let that happen. Why don't 
you stop undermining our war 
effort and back up our boys? I 
tell ya, you should be ashamed 
of yourself." I don't say a word ... 
just turn around and walk away. 
I start to head back up the hill, 
when a sign looms in front of me. 
Democratic Headquarters. I have 
to walk in. I got to speak to the 
woman who is the Chairman of 
the party. "I don't think it's pos-
sible to pull out of there by De-
cember, 1970. I just don't think 
it can be done," she says. I ask 
her what she thinks of the job 
Nixon is doing. Her only word 
is "Terrible." 
It is getting late but the Re-
publican Headquarters are just 
two doors down. In order to grant 
them equal time I decide to stop 
in. I asked a lady behind a desk 
what she thinks of. Nixon's job 
in relation to the war. I kid you 
not when I say her exact words 
were, "No comment." 
Not everyone supported the M-
day activities. New York City 
police drove with their headlights 
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OCTOBER 15 
In NYC, a woman who called 
herself a designer of nude fash-
ions had a strip-for-peace rally 
in Times Square. 
Buffalo: Some two thousand :M-
day supporters gathered in Buf-
falo's Niagara Square to give wit-
ness to their desire for peace and 
withdrawal of U.S. troops in Viet-
nam. 
The eight defendants in the 
Chicago conspiracy trial tried to 
place Viet Cong and American 
flags on their defense table in 
their observance of the mora-
torium. A marshal in charge of 
security in the courtroom re-
moved the flags. 
Senator Barry Goldwater of 
Arizona said Wednesday that the 
anti-war demonstrations are not 
going to help the cause of peac~. 
At St. Bonaventure University 
in Olean, one of the few upstate 
colleges to cancel classes in 
honor of the day of peace, activi-
ties were limited to debate and 
discussion. The day's activities, 
void of any form of protest 
march, was culminated by a peace 
mass in 'the university chapel. 
At Alfred, attendance was re-
ported off from 50-70 percent at 
the university and technical 
school. 
Photo by Barb Goldberg 
Brockport: One thousand State 
University students marched 
through the village of Brockport 
wearing black arm bands and car-
rying American flags in com-
meration of the moratorium. At 
least one professor at Brockport 
was reportedly giving a mid-term 
examination while the peace day 
activities were going on. 
Drawing By Jean Grlllley 
Photo b7 Doug Finck 
Photo b7 Ellen Hollman 
A message from the North Viet-
namese government praising the 
demonstrations was repudiated 
by the Vietnam Moratorium or-
ganizers in Sacramento, Cali-
fornia. They issued a statement 
saying North Vietnam is, in their 
words, "attempting to identify 
the militaristic goals of the Hanoi 
regime with the legitimate aspira-
tions of millions of American 
citizens for peace." 
Minneapolis: An estimated five-
thousand protestors marched 
from the University of Minnesota 
campus to the Federal Building 
downtown. 
ln Poughkeepsie, rush hour 
traffic was snarled by a down-
town march of about five thou-
sand persons. After the march 
poet Peter Kane DuFault spoke 
at a rally. 
The demonstrations in the na-
tions capital were marred by one 
incident . . · . a scuffle at the 
White House. Three youths chant-
ing "The revolution bas come" 
were arrested when they refused 
to leave an area just inside the 
White House's main entrance. 
Overseas . . . the president of 
Somalia is assassinated . . . and 
Dubcek resigns as chairman of 
the Czech Parliament. 
In Syracuse a candlelight 
march downtown stretched for 
more than a mile and a half. 
City police estimated that about · 
five thousand persons partici-
pated in the march from Syra-
cuse University to Central Tech 
in the center of the city. 
Chicago: :More than 10 thousand 
persons gathered in the city's 
civic center at noon, chanting 
"Peace now, peace now." 
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onstrations has opened in Chi-
cago amid threats of mass pro-
tests, accusations that the judge 
is prejudiced against the eight 
defendants, and a dispute over 
press coverage. 
On trial for crossing state lines 
to incite a riot are: 
~nave Dellinger, 53, Chairman 
of MOBE (National Mobilization 
Committee to End the War in 
Vietnam), editor of Liberation 
magazine, a pacifist who was 
jailed iri World War II for re-
fusing induction. 
'°Rennie Davis, 28, MOBE pro-
ject director for the convention, 
former community organizer. 
· ,;.Tom Hayden, 29, SDS founder, 
author, co-project director for 
the convention former Newark, 
N.J., community organizer. 
"'Abbie Hoffman, 32; planner of 
Yippie "Festival of Life" during 
convention week, author, former 
SNCC field worker in Miss., 
known for absurd performances 
before Congressional committees. 
*Jerry Rubin, 30, Yippie leader, 
leader of Free Speech Movement 
at Berkeley, project director for 
1967 Pentagon protest. 
''Bobby Seale, 32, Oakland, 
Calif,. Acting Chairman of Black 
Panthers. 
$John Froines, 29, MOBE staff, 
assistant chemistry professor at 
University of Oregon. 
''Lee Weiner, 29, sociology 
graduate student, Northwestern 
University. 
All are charged under the anti-
riot section (title 18) of the £968 
Civil Rights Act, which makes it 
a felony to travel from one state 
to another, write a letter, send a 
Continued on page 13 
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EUGENE, Oregon (CPS) - The 
student body president of the 
University of Oregon and a fel-
low student have been sentenced 
to two years each in prison for 
30 minutes of non-violent protest 
against the draft. 
Kip Morgan, the president, and 
David Gwyther, a veteran activist, 
face incarceration in a Lompoc, 
Calif. federal prison as a result of 
their conviction in U.S. District 
Court last June on three counts 
of "disrupting Selective Service 
Proceedings." 
Both arc currently free on bail 
to appeal the conviction and 
sentence. 
The U.S. judge who sentenced 
them alluded to his experience 
under fire as a Red Cross worker 
in World War II and said, "The 
war in which my generation 
fought was no more pleasant than 
this one in Vietnam. I fail to see 
a great difference. It was a duty 
you had to perform." 
Gwyther's attorney, citing a 
recent case in which the same 
judge sentenced a man found 
guilty on 13 counts of federal tax 
evasion to 30 days in jail, ques-
tioned the judicial priorities in-
volved since, he said, the tax 
evader is motivated by selfish 
ends, the draft law violator by 
high ideals. · 
But the judge, directing his 
comments at Morgan and Gwy-
ther. said, "I don't know about 
Morgan acted as judge, Gwy-
thcr as prosecuting attorney, and 
12 other students as jurors in 
mock trials conducted at Eugene 
and Roseburg, Ore. local draft 
boards last winter. your idealism. There is a question 
In each of the two mock trials, in my mind whether you were 
the students entered official 
board meetings en masse, staged 
a kangeroo court in which board 
members were pronounced guilty 
of "crimes against humanity," 
and left after a short time. 
The mock jurors were never 
indicted, but Morgan and Gwy-
thcr, both of whom have been 
active in movements against 
military recruiting and. police on 
sincere or whether you were try-
ing to avoid the draft." 
Student government officers at 
the University of Oregon say 
Morgan will keep the title of stu-
dent body president even if he 
goes to prison; the vice president 
will be in charge in his absence. 
campus, were brought to trial and · 
charged with using force to dis- Hillel Goes Folk 
rupt the meetings. 
There were no injuries in the 
incidents and only two witnesses 
testified that there had been 
physical contact between the -stu-
dents and the board members, 
A program of instruction in 
Israeli folk dancing has been 
started by Hillel, and has been 
opened to all students on the IC 
but the prosecutor, a U.S. attor- campus, without charge. The 
ney, contended and the jury ap- course, which meets every Tues-
parently agreed that the students' 
entry into the meeting was in it- day night in Gym No. 3 (in the 
self an act of force. Physical Education Building) at 
Morgan and Gwyther claimed 9:00; is being offered in response 
throughout the trial that they to numerous requests by students 
had engaged in no forceful dis- on campus. A variety of dances 
ruption, but rather had made 
peaceful verbal presentations to will be taught and reviewed. In-
dramatize their opposition to terested students may "drop in" 
military conscription. for any session, at any tiIIie. 
WIN ·A HONEYWELL 
AUTO-STROBONAR 
330! 
Bring your camera -
Enter our "Stop the 
Action" contest by taking 
a picture of the Honeywell 
"Wheel of Fortune" 
Haven't got a camera? 
Use ours! 
No Purchase Necessary 
Honeywell Factory Representative 
DOUG MORRIS 
Will be here during contest days to assist you 
FRIDAY,OCT.17th-Spm-9pm ,,, 
SATURDAY, OCT. lSTH-9 am-5 pm 
ITHACA PHOTO, . INC. 


















by Rick Margollus 
. -
The format of this column will be a little diff crcnt this 
time because the format of my head happens to be a little 
different at the moment. Anyway I must rap a few thoughts 
on B.B. King's performance at Bailey Hall last week. 
B.B. is the complete performer. He is able to grab and 
hold on to an audience like only a handful of musicians are 
capable of doing. B.B. is very adept at what must be labeled 
the tease. The tease is operated with the help of his girl-friend 
Lucille Gibson Stereo, who, under the guidance of the master, 
emanates sounds which result in a collective sigh from most 
everybody. Excluded from the sighing were Barry and myself 
who responded with wholesale laughter. Such is the wonder-
ment of watching B.B. play those incredible riffs. 
You simply cannot believe he does what you see him do. 
King plays like he invent~d the guitar. His comman? and au-
thonty of the instrument 1s unequalled by anyone alive today. 
- Backstage, B.B. was humble, friendly, and genuinely touched 
that some of us came back to talk with him. He spoke very 
highly of Blind Lemon Jefferson, rapped about Lucille, and 
discussed the merits of Buddy Guy, Albert King, and Mr. 
Hendrix. B.B. said that while jamming with other guitarists 
they temporarily become his enemy. Such is the level of com-
petition at the top. 
If you dig guitar, and haven't seen the King, then by all 
means do so when the chance arises. B.B. King is the king of the 
blues. 
Rhinocerous' second album is as bouricy as the first with a 
lot of the load being carried by ex-Mothers' drummer Billy 
Muncie. 
Creedence's latest album GREEN RIVER is more of the 
same stuff from John Fogarty. But in this case the· same stuff 
is both infectious and fun listening to. 
The most recent Beatles thing is ABBEY ROAD/Apple, 
which once again clearly demonstrates the genius of the Beatles. 
It's funny with them in that just as they begin to slip in my 
esteem, they always come out with a new album that is in-
variably a mindblower. One is forced to wonder just how deep 
is their well of creativity. You expect so much from them and 
yet they still pull through. Especially pleasing is "Come To-
gether." Throughout the album, Paul adds to his title as the 
music world's most creative bass player~me nice guitar stuff 
from George is included as a p'leasant surprise. The Beatles can 
do rio wrong and that is where it's at. 
OVERDUBS: Please dig the Byrd's version of Dylan's, "This 
Wheel's on Fire" on their Dr. Hyde album ... Boffalongo will 
play Cornell's Bailey Hall November 1. If you don't think 
this group is for real, read the review given to them in Billboard 
... I realize this is blasphemous but I think a lot of the Band's 
- .- --.,.--..---,. - . 
EXPERT REPAIR SERVICE 
We specialize in fine quality Folk, Classic and 
Electric: Guitars and Amps. loweS1 prices aroundl 
Hours: l 0-5:30 Tues., Thurs., Sat.; 10-9 Wed. & Fri. 
Beginner and Advanced Instructions in 
Folk, Blues, Country and Classical 
Guitar and Banio. 
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NEW DIRECTIONS (Continued from page 6) 
who seek more fundamental changes. Whether this will occur 
or not depends upon how clearly the radicals can criticize the 
1>tatus qwJ and sell the students on alternatives. This in turn 
depends, I suppose, upon whether the situation is really as 
ha<l as the i·adicals say it is. 
.. . . 
Once the action· phase is re-entered, the radicals will have 
to come well-prepared with a comprehensive program of change 
covering every aspect of higher education and a master plan 
for accomplishing these changes. There are several approaches 
now being considered: 
I.The Scparctist Approach. The radicals start their own 
colleges, h~aving the regular ones more or less alone. 
2. Tltc Rc/urmist 1lpproacli. Changes arc attempted through 
efforts to persuade the trustees, administration, and powerful 
f acuity. 
3. The Pressure Approach. Herc, too, the power structure is 
left intact. l\Jaximum pressure is brought to bear upon the de-
cision-makers, hopefully causing them to do what is desired. 
4. Tlzr Rf.._•olu.tionary Approach. The colleges are seized 
from the trustees and administrators and arc thenceforth run 
by the students or the students and the faculty. 
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'"/16oc•'• downlow• lhlllon lood .,,of" 
sound is a copy of Procul Harum, who were there first ... ------------------------------------------------, Or how about this one, a lot of the vocals on the "Tommy" 
album are a perfect steal from a much under-rated group by the 
name of Love ... Locally, Abraxas has fina1ly gotten together 
and will be playing a Cornell frat job on October 11 ... Nobody 
plays Blind Faith anymore ... Next week, reviews on the new 
Janis (Did Wax get his album back yet), the new Love, and 




l,ocl1lhts la Autealtlc lr1-l11ion, 
~IW!~ MAJOR INVENTORY 
" REPLACED • REPAIRED 
• IIIIUILT • USEAUD. 
• l'AS'V DRIYl•IH • Al"lll$.TSD 
"~3-3642 
204 I. T PICl,.S ST.· 
Catch a sparkle 
from the morning sun-: 
Hold the magic 
of a sudden breeze . . 
INCREASE 
See pg. 3 
Keep those moments a(ive. 
They're yours 
, tor a lifetime 




lthctto's Quality Jewelers 
152 E. State St. 2~3-3471 
Aslc for free Omega Style Brochure 
A whole year has gone by since Para jays opened 
its doors. We're having our 1st Birthday Sale ••• 
the best way we know of saying 11Thank You11 to 
our many friends and customers. Sale- lasts 
through Saturday, so hurry in.to scoop up those 
fashions you've been dreaming about all Fall! 
FASHION COATS 





·Nothing held back! Maxis, 
fun furs, suedes, leathers, 







Twin pockets, long 
sleeves! White, blue, pink, 




3-PC. KNIT SUITS ~ 
reg.sso 20~ PROPORTIONED SKIRTS~~ 
tosso /C,, . reg. 1399 1 
OFF S16 ft0 
Famous labels! Tailored Famous label, fully-lined ~15~ 
or dressy styles! Each wool flannel skirts! '?~~ 
-vith its own shell, iacket Proportioned to fit YOU 1 
and skirt! Buy Now! Dark solid colors! Hurry! ~ 
MANF, MANY MOR£ SP£CIA& PR1C£S ~ 
l'HROUOIIOIIT 7116 SJ'ORI! ~ 
~op,,,,,.,.,,. 'Ill , \( .• 
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Violence Predicted at UCLA 
University of California re-
gents may have turned UCLA into 
another San Francisco State. 
Voting in the largest secret 
session since the firing of Clark 
Kerr, the regents decided Fri-
day to fire UCLA Black Philoso-
phy Professor Angela Davis. She 
is an avowed American commun-
. ist. 
The UCLA campus is expected 
to erupt in violence if Chancellor 
Charles E. Young goes along with 
the decision, as expected. The 
firing is the first implementation 
since 1950 of a 1940 regental by-
law forbidding communists to 
teach on the California campuses. 
The action is remarkably simi-
lar to the State Board of Trustees' 
action last year at this time when 
they voted to fire George Murray, 
a Black Panther instructor at 
San Francisco State. The firing 
ignited demonstrations which 
eventually led to the massive 
strikes. 
N RDl'S 
Both incidents were engineered 
by Gov. Ronald Reagan who has 
demanded Miss Davis' firing in 
several recent public speeches. 
The regents were not expected, 
however to follow Reagan's dic-
tum this time. Sources in Sacra-
mento say the decision has the 
full support of both Reagan and 
Chancellor Young. 
An eleventh hour attempt by 
UCLA Director of Afro-American 
Studies, Robert Singleton, failed. 
Only he and Chancellor Young 
were admitted to th.e executive 
session. He had warned the re-
gents of "grave consequences" if 
they made the decision. 
Singleton has not indicated 
what his newly organized depart-
ment will do, but the. ~lack stu-
dent union has announced it will 
"begin some form of potent ac-
tivity." 
Chancellor Young agreed early 
this summer to a number of BSU 
demands following demonstra-
tions last spring. Among these de-
mands was the official sanction-
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
FULL COURSE DINNERS 
SPECIALIZING JN STEAKS 
ALSO SERVING SANDWICHES ON HARD ROLLS 
ACCOMMODA TlONS FOR 
• OFFICE PAR.TIES • BANQUm 
273-9947 
308 EUUU RD At MNdow St. tr Rta. IJ ITHACA, M.Y. 
ing of the building the BSU bad 
occupied for several months as 
the Afro-American ~tudent Cen-
ter. 
Miss Davis graduated magna 
cum laude and Phi Beta Kappa 
from Brandeis University in 1965 
after spending her junior year at 
Sorbonne. She did graduate work 
under radical professor Herbert 
Marcuse at the University of Cali-
fornia at San Diego . 
Miss Davis, announced Monday 
she would challenge the Regents' 
decision in the courts. 
Various groups that had 
threatened violence if Miss Davis 
were kicked off campus will ap-
parently wait for the outcome of 
preliminary court proceedings be-
fore getting too riled. The most 
important action comes soon 
when Miss Davis' attorneys re-
quest the court to enjoin the uni-
versity from forbidding her to 
teach pending the outcome of 
the trial. 
At the same time as court pro-
ceedings, Miss Davis will also 
appeal the Regents' decision in a 
special faculty commmittee of the 
university appointed to investi-
gate tenure decisions. It is not 
expected, however, that the com-
mittee will "overturn" the Re-
gents' rulings. Even if it does, 
the President can still veto their 
action. 
California Gov. Ronald Reagan 
claimed the firing action does not 
contradict an earlier decision this 
year by the Regents vowing that 
no university would discriminate 
in its hiring practices because of 
the political affiliation of poten-
tial staff. "Her allegiance is ob-
viously to another country," 
Reagan said. He noted that the 
U.S. Attorney General has ruled 
the communist party subversive. 
••• 
BE A DUDE 
FOR FALL WEEKEND 






Continued from page 6 
pretending, if not promulgating, 
an environment in which it just 
doesn't elitist. And this makes a 
convenient time for govefDID.ent 
officials t.!) dispense with the 
party all together. 
The primary indications of con-
spiracy against the Panth~ is 
the way officials are rounding 
up the top leaders on charges of 
conspiring to murder (particular-
ly the former Panther Alex 
Rackley in New Haven, Conn.). 
Panthers charge the police 
killed Rackley. In any case, be-
fore any guilt bas been proven, 
police agencies are rounding up 
the Panthers in the most bizarre 
ways imaginable. 
Chairman Bobby Seale was 
picked up most recently. Leaving 
a wedding in Oakland, police 
grabbed Seale and brought him 
to the San Francisco City jail. 
His charge was the same as the 
other 14 now arrested in the case: 
murder, kidnapping, conspiracy 
to commit murder and conspiracy 
to kidnap. The FBI is hosting this 
treasure hunt. 
Others were arrested in New 
Haven, Denver, Salt Lake City 
and Los Angeles. The testimony 
of an FBI "informer" black-man 
George Sams is the thin strand 
of evidence used by the FBI for 
these mass arrests. Sams testi-
fied that it took the whole cen-
tnl committee of the Panthers tional office," the news of which 
to OK the alleged execution of fell into hands of reportel'!I. (By · 
Rackley. the ··way, the attention given 
What makes the situation par- Baker's plan was minimal, be-
ticularly suspect is the method cause reporters felt it was too 
in which FBI agents are rounding clumsily conceived. It was.) 
up the top officials; Seale's case Harrassment of top offices in 
is typical Normally, extradition Chicago and Los Angeles con~ 
proceedings would be necessary Unues. The most frequent situa-
for transporting Seale to New tion engages police in "shoot. 
Haven, where he would face trial. outs" with Panthers inside offi-
But several days after holding ces where it is commc;,n knowl-
him in jail without bond, FBI edge Panthers store arms. 
men "swept" Seale away by car In Chicago, police barged into 
to Chicago, where, all of a sudden Panther offices where the Break-
he was implicated with the other fast for Children program was 
resisters now facing trial in Chi- underway. The several dozen 
cago for inciting to riot during- children were being fed when 
the Chicago convention. This police, armed, ordered them to 
federal charge made it 11nneces- leave. Shooting began. Sixteen 
sary for agents to file extradition Panthers were arrested. Only 
papers. After the Chicago trials, CBS television would report: 
where Seale will undoubtedly be "Panthers said police -shot first; 
cleared, it will be no problem for police said Panthers shot first. 
the FBI to transport him east In- Witnesses tend to agree with 
stead of west. And New Haven Panthers." 
will no doubt be an appropriate A re-run of the Chicago 10c1-
motel stop for the weary drivers. dent of middle summer was held 
There Seale will be apprehended in Los Angeles Sept. 8. More than 
by local police. 35 children were eating breakfast 
The "national" plan is alleged when armed tactical squads ar-
to come from J. Edgar Hoover. rived "looking for suspects of 
The OK to transport Seale by car, alleged killings." Fewer arrests 
as reported by CBS news, alleged- were made, but like Chicago, the 
ly came from Supreme Court Jus- office was totally demolished and 
tice William 0. Douglas. This is the food destroyed. 
all compounded by Berkeley One of the waning attributed 
Police Chief Bruce Baker's fumb- of the press is the investigation 
ling of a plan he devised for of suspicious or dubious inci-
"annihiliating the party's na- dents. Certainly Panther charges 
need substantiation; but police 
Rock and Roll Music 
charges certainly need investiga-
tion. Why the press bas neglected 
this very news-worthy situation 
is beyond understanding. UTHE COMMON TOUCH" 
playing at 
BOOTS' INN 
Friday Nights on West Danby Rd. 
COUNTRY INN 
Saturday Nights 
Danby Rd. (968) 272-9727 
COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENTS 
-r,ELIZABETH B. RICHARD 
1AYLOR URTON 






NO RESERVED SEATS•POPULAR PRICES 
EUB FILM SERIES 
Sunday, October 19 
Performing Arts Theatre 
7 and 9:30 
Alter the Game . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 




114 E. State St. 
Home of 1ERIYAKI STEAK 
Dinner 5:30 • 9:30 
--
273.7575 
It is all reminiscent of dear old 
Nicholas II who sat in bis 
Czar's palace in 1916 smiling and 
giving luncheons while bis em-
pire was tumbling down. Like he 
once admitted to his dupe Raspu-
tin, "Just don't think about it, 
and it doesn't exist." 
"Wail Until Dark" 
- The award - winning movie, 
"Wait Until Dark" will be shown 
in B-102 on Saturday evening, 
October 18 (tomorrow). Sponsored 
by Hillel, there will be two show-
ings at 7:30 and 9:30. This thril-
ler stars Audrey Hepburn, Alan 
Arkin, and Richard Crenna and 
comes to Ithaca direct 'from 
record-breaking runs across the 
country. Admission is $1.00 per 
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Continued from page 2 
REPERCUSSIONS 
Continued from page 10 
telegram, make a phone call or 
The Graduate Record Examina- speak on radio or television with 
tions include an Aptitude Test or' intent to encourage any person to 
general scholastic ability and Ad- ~articipate in a. riot - riot mean-
vanced Tests measuring achieve- mg an act of violence by one or 
ment in 21 major fields of study. more. persons part of an assem-
Full details and registration blage of three, which "shall re-
forms for the GRE are contained suit in injury to the property of 
in the 196-70 Bulletin of Inform•- any other person." 
tion for candidates, The Bulletin The trial will provide the first 
also contains forms and instruc- constitutional test of the law, 
tions for requesting transcript ~hich _t~e d_efen~e and_ the Amer. 
service on GRE scores already ican Civll Liberties Umon (ACLU) 
on file with ETS. This booklet contend violates the First Amend-
is available in the Career ment's protection of free speech 
Placement Office or may be ord- and assembly. . . 
ered from: Educational Testing Schedule~ du_rmg the first week 
Service, Box 955, Princeton, New were a candl~hght march on the 
Jersey 08540· Educational Test- eve of the trial and a mass pro-
ing Service, Box 1502, Berkeley, teSt on the _steps of th~ court-
California 94701; Educational house Sept. 24, the opemng day. 
Testing Service 960 Grove Street On Oct. 8-11, SDS and the Black 
Evanston Dlin~is 60201. ' Pa~the~s hav~ called for i:nmtant 
' action m Chicago to "brmg the 
CHEM LECTURES 
Continued from page 1 
his B.S. from Allegheny College 
and his Ph.D. from the University 
of California, Berkeley. 
Dr. Keller is a physical chemist 
with interests in visible and ultra-
violet spectra of organic mole-
cules, in the triplet states of or-
ganic molecules, and in the weak 
interactions in molecular solids. 
His recent interests have included 
the ability of certain organic 
compounds to show laser activity. 
The seminar will also be held 
at 4:30 p.m. in room S-111,- with 
coffee available at 4: 15. The 
seminar is open to the public. 
On Tuesday, December 2, Dr. 
Edward S. Kostiner, from the De-
partment of Chemistry at Cornell 
University, will speak on "Moss-
.. bauer Effect Spectroscopy." Dr. 
Kostiner received his B.S. from 
Tufts University and his Ph.D. 
from the Polytechnical Institute 
of Brooklyn. 
Dr. Kostiner is an inorganic 
chemist with special interests in 
areas of solid state chemistry, 
war home." 
A spokesman for the Commit-
tee to Defend the Conspiracy, an 
organization raising funds for 
legal defense of the accused, told 
CPS another demonstration is 
planned for the day the verdict 
delivered. The trial is expected to 
last two or three months. 
In addition, Yippie leader Hoff-
man has threatened to turn Chi-
cago into a vast "People's Park" 
of protests. "Welcome to the 
World Series of American In-
justice," he told the press here. 
"We are the Conspiracy versus 
the Washington Kangaroos, who 
are outside agitators. We got wal-
loped bad by the Chicago Pigs, 
our crosstown rivals, last year, 
but we've had a ye.ar to learn." 
Presiding over the case is U.S. 
District Court Judge Julius J. 
Hoffman, 74, who has a record 
of giving harsh sentences to draft 
resisters. Defense lawyers have 
claimed publicly that the eight 
indicted men would have "great 
difficulty in getting a fair hear-
ing" before Hoffman, because 
he has already shown hostility in 
court, limited the spectators to so 
small a number that a public 
trial is impossible, and limited 
unfairly their challenges of pros-
pective jurors. 
crystal growth, interactions of , 
transition metal ions in crystals, c- ..... -- n. 
and Mossbauer effect studies. ~
! WESTt=:ca1 · 
A~ Glasses Y 1Y and Contact 
lenses Fitted 
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Ice Cream Made Daily 
SUNDAES, SHAKES & CAKES 
Discounts for Fraternity 
Parties 
LEE'S GARAGE 
FOR: Repairs on all makes 
and models, including for-
eign cars 
N.Y.S. lnspedion 
Front End Alignment 
Electrical Tune-Up 
Brake & Motor Overhaul 
· 402 S. CAYUGA ST. 
273 • 1821 Rear Entrance 
Judge Hoffman called Mr. 
Magoo bY radicals because of his 
resemblances on the General 
Electric Co.'s near-sighted mas-
cot, could give the "Ghicago 8" 
up to 10 years in prison, if they 
are convicted, and a maximum 
fine of $20,000 each. 
Chie.f Prosecutor is U.S. Dis-
trict Attorney Thomas Foran, a 
Democrat. 
Chief U.S. District Court Judge 
William Campbell originally is-
sued a directive prohibiting 
camera and recording equipment 
in the building, lobby and sur-
rounding streets and sidewalks 
of the Federal Building, site of 
the trial. 
But after nine reporters, one 
cameraman and a legal research-
er were arrested on charges of 
defying Campbell's order, and 
after the executive board of the 
Chicago Newspaper Guild voted 
to join the ACLU in challenging 
the order's constitutionality, the 
judge modified it to allow for 
interviews and photo sessions in a 
room inside the building and on 
floors without courtrooms. 
CHAMBER 'MUSIC 
Continued from page 2 
Schmdit, who joined the college 
faculty in 1967, studied clarinet 
with Anthony Gigliotti and Robert 
McGinnis. He has performed 
with the Buffalo, Syracuse and 
Utica Symphonies and is a mem-
ber of the Ithaca Woodwind 
Quintet. 
Michalak, laureate in the Wie-
niawski International Violin Com-
petition, studied conducting under 
Stanislaw Wislocki in Warsaw 
and violin with Ivan Galamian in 
the United States. Formerly a 
member of the Philadelphia Or-
chestra and associate conductor 
of the Chamber Symphony of 
Philadelphia, Michalak is present-
ly conductor of the Ithaca Col--
lege Orchestra and the Utica 
Symphony. 
Sanford Reuning is the conduc-
tor of the Ithaca College String 
Orchestra and director of Ithaca 
Talent Education. He founded 
the Binghamton Youth Symphony 
and is president of the New York 
State String Teachers Association. The ban on activity just outside 
the building where the newsmen Mrs. Reuning has played in 
were arrested remains in effect the Wallenberg String Quartet 
though. and the Rochester Philharmonic 
Meanwhile, the fourth police- _Orchestra. She is also teaching 
man to be indicted on charges the local Suzuki string classes. 
of using undue violence during Holm has studied with a num-
the convention was acquitted this ber of illustrious cellists, includ-
week. Police Sgt Arthur Bis- ing Pablo Casals and Leonard 
choff, 38, was found innocent of Rose. Formerly on the faculties 
violating the civil rights of a of Meadowmount and the San 
photographer. Francisco Conservatory in this 
Three other Chicago police. country and music schools in 
men have been acquitted of the Switzerland, Italy and Argentina, 
same charge, and three have yet he has played extensively 
to stand trial. throughout America and Europe. 
Visit our new L.P. Record 
and Stereo 8-track Tape Department 
ALL at Discount Prices 
L. P. Stereo Records $1.57 
THE TELEVISION SHOP 
' APPLIANCE CENTER 
Open Mon., Tues., Fri. Nites 
Till 9:00 P .M. 
518 W, State St. 
CLASSIFIEDS. 
lOt per word - no minimum. Submit 
AD TO THE ITHACAN OFFICE (Base-
ment West Tower) or Call 274·3207 -
Mon - Fri. 1 • 6 P.M. 
lOt per word - no min1l:num. Submit 
AD TO THE ITHACAN OlTICE (Base-
ment West Tower) or CALL 274-3207 • 
MON.-FRI. 1-6 P..111. 
272-2575 . 
·~·· .., ..... ....... ,.. ..... ,,,.,.,.,..,.., ......... .,,. ..................... .,.., .. ,.,, ,, ...... ,, .. ,...., ... .. 
ROYAL PALMS 
209 Dryden Rd. 
272 - 9636 
Specializing in World Famous BMC PRODUCTS • , • Austin 
Healy; MG; SAAB and all Foreign Automobiles as well 
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Brian Truhn Fund 
Announces Criteria 
The Brian Truhn Memorial 
Scholarship Fund has been es-
tablished by Mr. Kenneth Truhn 
in memory of his son Brian, Class 
of 1970. Interest from the fund 
will be awarded annually to the 
physical education major, man 
or woman, who best meets the 
following criteria: 
1. The recipient should be ac-
teaching or coaching career. 
5. The recipient should be able 
to demor.strate a need for 
such financial assistance. 
Applications, in writing must 
be received by February 1 pre-
ceding the summer camp and 
should be directed to the Faculty 
Advisor of the Physical Educa-
tion Majors Club. The Scholar-
tive in the athletic program ship will be awarded by the first 
at Ithaca College, to include week in May, preceding the sum-
participation in either inter- mer camp. 
collegiate or intramural com- It is anticipated that the in-
petition. terest per year will amount to a 
2. The recipient, as a competi- minimum of $50.00 annually. 
tor, should possess an un- Selection will be made by a 
selfish attitude. committee consisting of the Presi-
3. The recipient should show a dent of Ithaca College Physical 
willingness to become in- Education Majors Club, the 
valved in community service Faculty Advisor of the Club, an 
programs. alumnus from Brian Truhn's 
4. The recipient should show a graduating class, and the Direc-
strong desire to follow a tor of Financial Aid. 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
suggests 
A Good Book 
and 
A Good Pipe 
for real relaxation. 
We have the malcin's ! 
I) 
Be sure to stop in with your car 
problems. We are here to help 
you. Proud to serve you with line foods and bev ..... -
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
.. h c:,.,,rne wit your 
dates and dance 
to a smooth band 
every Satur~ay night 
.-
Under new management 
MOSE NO~N, Prop. 
• 
Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
Elmira Rd. 272 • 9715 
... , •"* 44# ...... ~#4'ol•,•••" 
ESTIMATES FREE, ALL WORK IS FULLY GUARANTEED 
.- nvN c ~72-0952 
Alain Mauboussin 
AM· Allto Repair 
400 SPENCER RD • 
NEW YORK STATE INSPECTION STATION 
Koast ,Sirloin of Beef .• complete dinner $2.95 
Roast Turkey •..••• complete dinner $2.95 
Delmonico Steak ••.• complete dinner $4.95 
205 Elmira Rd. 
273 - 0777 
Serving Sunday from 1 - 8 p.m. 
On S. Albany St. 
Extension 
' •,H~• ,•• ' .:~'t;, 
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LETTERS 
Continued from page 4 
them . . . great symbolism here; 
can't you see it;· The Fountain, 
a universal symbol of rejuvena-
tion ... magnificent fountain in-
stalled by administration yet eau-
cational rejuvenation not forth-
coming, fountain now serves as a 
symbol to goad the intellectual 
sensibilities of sensitive students, 
students frustrated in attempt to 
clea~ up society and unsuccess-
ful in clarion call to administra-
tion to wash dirty laundry; 
Comes .the massive overdose of 
detergent thus swinging the Tide 
(ouch!) in favor of deceived stu-
dents, administrative Roman bath 
is cleansed thereby fulfilling 
Biblical prophecy, "Your sins 
shall be whiter than snow." 
Now I ask you did one of the 
administration members secretly 
perpetrate this massive snow job 
fully knowing the perverse logic 
and rampant symbolism implied? 
Chet Galaska 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
11 a.m. • 1 a.m. 
Editor: , mounds of garbage left on the 
May I suggest that all of us who tables. 
eat ·in the Union Snack Bar con- But, alas, I realized (almost too 
vey our used cups,-napkins, left- late) that my analysis· was a little 
overs, etc. to the trash cans myopic, for I had negleeted a 
which are so easily available? consideration of the total environ-
Routinely, I and others must ment. And here a thought oc-
clear an entire table of debris, curred to me. Perhaps flies, like 
including cigarette butts and mosquitoes, breed in marshlike 
ashes, before we can sit down. to conditions. ·Our campus with its 
lunch. Perhaps a couple of signs, fountains spraying water over the 
well-placed, could encourage this grounds and with its mudhole of 
practice. The snack bar would be construction would provide an 
far more attractive for all of us. optimal background. (From what 
I understand, we have little to 
Shirley 0. Hockett fear _in this direction. In a few 
Environment 
Editor: 
Our almost paranoic concern 
with threats of all sorts has led 
many of us to overlook an in-
vasion which is almost reaching 
crisis proportions on our campus. 
I refer to the invasion of the 
flies. 
more years, the grounds will be 
completely covered with patios 
completely eliminating the marsh. 
The fountains, . spraying in -the 
wind, would then provide a built-
in washing system.) · 
In conclusion, I must admit the 
speculative nature of my analysis. 
I think the .analysis does point to 
one need, however; the .need we 
have for an ecologist specializing 
in the disruptive effects on the 
environment of human waste. 
Assistant Professor of Pschology 
Gerald A. Winer 
Editor: 
HOLMS IN. TURMOIL C~ntinued from page 7 · 
receptions will be hosted _by However, -as Holmes Hall has 
Dorm 5'. Fout autonomous com- tried to be an active community 
mittees have been set up for in- With a fair "measure of consen-
tellectual, musical, athletic, and sus," a noticeable degree of con-
social pursuits. In fact, Dorm 5 flict bas developed between two 
boasts of their own athletic team factions or "counter-commun.i-
-"Holmes Hall's Hawks." ties" ..,._ the IDppie left liberal 
of the Ithacan staff is negativistic. 
Ironically, t>n our -recent orien-
tation visit, we were very im-
pressed with the few faculty 
members we met, the programs 
offered and with the conege in 
general. Had we realized how 
grim the whole scene really is, w~ 
would have dissuaded our off-
spring from staying. 
The question we ask is, if its 
really so bad why do all these 
unhappy students remain? Why 
are these "flaming liberals" so 
quick to criticize and why don't 
they think and work constructive-
ly for a change? They constantly 
tear down "the Establishment". 
Is there no pride or self disci-
pline in this under 30 group? 
We would appreciate hearing 
from your readers on this subject. 
students and the traditional con-
servative students. And they are 
separated by one more group of 
ln-betweeners. Wolf, a senior 
Radio-TV major, feels that each 
group perceives the others as a 
threat to its particular dream. 
The main issues involved in 
the dispute involved three ques-
tions (1) Should the intervisita-
tion privilege become twenty-four 
hours? (2) Do students bave the 
right to make such decisions? and 
(3) If students to have this right; 
what are the proper measures of 
obtaining the desired privilege? 
According to Jim Focht, active 
participant in the dispute, this 
last question is perhaps the most 
important one. To him and 
others, "confrontation politics" is 
not the answer to achieving a 
goal. Just taking the twenty-four 
intervisitation privilege as an ac-
complished fact to the adminis-
tration is not being a responsible 
member of the college. 
Holmes Hall The vote to have 
twenty-four hour intervisitation • 
was . defeated by· a very small 
margin but the questions still re-
main. Has the split been good for 
Dorm 5 Qr will extremism on 
either side result in-·undue ten-
, 
sion and disharmony? Can change 
be made without disrupting the 
peace? Or, is Holmes Hall per-
haps a prime example of an ac-
tive academic community which 
could not exist without honest, 
and stimulating communication? 
. -
M:.DAY 
Continued from page 1 
they were members of an organi-
zation called Students for Ameri-
ca, a small student group on cam-
pus. Their purpose in distributing 
the article was to provike thought 
and to bring out the other side 
in ·the Vietnam war controversy. 
They are not trying to provoke 
a confrontation and at this time 
have no further plans for action 
during the Moratorium. All three 




Being of a scientific bent, I 
have attempted to analyse the 
cause of the increasing number of 
these ·little creatures. At first, I 
thought the students were at 
fault. After all, many have been 
walking around without shoes. 
And dirty feet must surely at-
tract flies. Also, almost all stu-
dents have been disregarding the 
signs in the Union which ask us 
to close the screens. This allows 
the flies easy access to the 
After three issues of the Ithacan, 
we have failed to find mentioned 
anything that is good about the 
college. It would appear that all 
OVER THIRTY 
Editor's Note: What may some-
times seem to be negativism is 
often honesty. There is now ·a quiet period in war or on the Moratorium. 
Evening Supper 
Menu 












Come In and See Us I 
r'*" .. :.-~ ... ~~~++{1!., 
t COME IN AND f 
·r -t• ~ BROWSE I I THE YARN SHOP : ! 204 N. Tioga 
J YES! WE HA VE BEADS J 
.; t j; THE MOST COMPLETE t 
* ART NEEDLEWORK I 
:t SHOP IN THIS i ! AREA ; 
.. , •.. 
t HELP CHEERFULLY J 
t~:+~~·~~~.:~:.~h~: . . 
LLOYD'S SECRETARIAL 
201 Cleveland Avenue 
201 Cleveland Av~. 272-6463 
Typing Mimeographing 
Photo-copy 
Duplicating Notary Public 
Electronic Stencils Cut 
Letterpress Printing 
8 a.m.-4 p.m. - Monday-Friday 
Evenings by Appointment 
Sparkling Extra Dry Champagne 
\Ve keep your glass full. 
DISILLUSIONMENT Continued from page 4 
As alumni, Dan Karson and I still feel tied 
to Ithaca College. We missed it the day we 
left and we miss it terribly now. And we feel 
obligated to remain in contact with the cam-
pus and vigorously support' the initiatives of 
the Student Body. We believe, that all alumni 
should feel closer to the Student Body than 
any other group. 
For what we as students want and wh;t we 
have demanded is in the interests of the people 
who inhabit our society. We are proud to be 
Americans and that is why we demand redress 
of grievance in the name of the Constitution 
and democracy. We want constitutionalism, 
equal opportunity, the equal results of equal 
opportunity and just compensation for those 
to whom opportunity is not enough. If the old 
attitudes persist, some of today's students may 
operate with less and less margin of toler-
ation. 
Contrary to the commencement speakers 
\'vho imply that the world is ours to mold and 
change and recreate, we have something of a 
wait before our leverage can be felt in the 
decision-making process. So we need your help. 
You have taught us well and we believed you. 
You are still able to help us some more. 
8 I I I I f I • I I a I I a I • • I I I I • 
CLOVER CLUB 






3 Shows - 10, 11, 12 
(local talent wanted) 
Sundays - Rock & Roll 
LAPP 
Continued from page 2 
with challenging questions. Edu-
cation is a key factor; the more 
informed, the more lawful. Con-
gressional committees would be 
informed on subjects by scientific 
experts tu make policies more 
realistic, the political component 
is mandatory, since the money 
appropriated for scientific en-
deavors is correlated directly to 




156 E. State St., Ithaca, N.Y. 
Phone 272-1006 
• 
Where Fashion is 
Happening 
COPY SERVICE 
The Ithacan has acquired a 
copy machine which is available 
to members of the college com-
munity for reproducing term-
papers, letters, notices, etc. 
The cost per page ls $.08. 
The Ithacan office is open Mon-
day through Friday from 1 p.m. 
to 5 p.m. The office is located In 






YOU CAN EAT 
~ylunn lliill.a 




Our Huge Shrimp Cocktail Salad 
Have another, if you can, 
Cor. Buffalo and Aurora 
COPS 
Continued from page 5 
closed another door that separ-
ated the cells from the office. I 
couldn't see what they were do-
ing. 
"I was all depressed and scared 
and more confused than anything. 
"After being alone for about a 
half hour I thought that the whole 
scene was rather funny. I started 
jumping around, climbing the 
lJars and flushing the toilet. 
"I finally decided that I would 
like a pencil so that I could write 
an English paper that was due. I 
banged on the bars for three 
hours, but they ignored me. I 
could have been dying in the~. 
They just ignored me. 
Finally, my brother called back 
and said that he couldn't ~et me 
any money right away. I told the 
cops that I couldn't get the money 
so they put me back in the cell. 
"After about ten minutes they 
told me that I could leave if I 
would sign a bunch' of papers 
saying that I wouldn't p.ress 
charges on them for anything that 
had happened. I signed them be-
cause I wanted to get out of 
there . 
"They gave me my things and 
made me walk to town. I didn't 
know what I was going tc.> do from 
there." 
This type of shit actually hap-
pens and I don't like it. 
Your Plumber. or 
Heating Dealer 
· HULL HEATING & 
PLUMBING INC. 
. For Courteous and 
Dependable Service 
Kitchen Aid 
804 W. Seneca St. 
272 • 3550 Ithaca, N.Y~ 
·pr.us ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF . 
Q ,~ ,11 .~::~s, ss.9s tt 0 ~ .A.N"X> TEC.A.T'S N"OT 4LL 
Elegant Dining Parlors and Authentic Saloon. 
DINNER 
5:00 to 9:00 
· CLOSED SUNDAYS Pete 'S , coLo BEER ,-
¼ BARRELS NOW 
AVAILABLE 
1a: -CUBES 
Intimate Tarn-of .. the .. Century Atmosphere. 
A Complete Selection of Stronger Spirits is Available. 
't'URB~S 
ELMIRA ROAD ~ ITHACA, N. Y. 
Steaks, Sea Foods, 
and Roast Prime Ribs 
Speclalists In 
PARTIES ANO BANQUETS 
. PICNIC SUPPLID 
OPEN 7 DAYS 9 AM;; 10 PM 
,,..., 
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The.History of·College Football 
PART TWO ).-:-
'!"BE OPEN GAME of running, lat-
eral passing and ldcldng that consti-
tuted American football in the 1880s, 
after the Introduction of the funda-
mental departures frOm Rugby of the 
scrimmage, the sYBtem of downs, and 
blocklng, came to an end with the 
legalizing In 1888 of the low tackle 
and the constricting of linemen and 
backs from a spread to a close for-
mation (the T). The game was now 
to become a dull, unimaginative test 
of brute strength, a game of increas-
ing roughness as dangerous mass. mo-
mentum plays were devised. 
Designed to bring linemen into the 
backfield and thrust a ponderous 
mass of flesh at the enemy, such 
plays jammed,~ and catapulted 
the ballcarrler through the opposing 
massed barrier. casualties mounted 
. alarmingly and fatalities_ resulted. 
Alonzo Stagg, the most prollilc of 
football'• inventors, conceived the 
flrst of these ~ momentum plays 
while coaching at Sprtngfl.eld (Mass.} 
College in. 1890-1891. This was the 
ends-back formation assault. In 1884 
Princeton had med a wedge play on 
the kick-of!, dropped it, and revived 
tt in 1888. Lehigh had the "V trick," 
but Stagg's was the first, fast-moving 
mass assault from scrimmage, and it 
was the momentum that made the 
mass plays so dangerous. 
In 1891 Stagg also devised the 
.,turtleback• (which some credit to 
Harvard in 1893) and theii ln 1892 at 
Harvard. Lorin Deland. a chess play-
er and follower of Harvard football, 
came up with his sensational ''flying 
wedge". By 1893 virtually everyone 
was using this dreaded kick-off ma-
neuver, wblch .added moinentum to 
the Princeton wedge and Lehigh V. 
Also in 1892, Dr. Harry Williams, a 
Yale graduate coaching Penn Char-
ter school, who was later to invent 
the Minnesota shift, Introduced his 
"revolving wedge". Then in 1894, 
George Woodruff., a Yale teammate 
of Stagg, devised as coach at Penn-
sylvania the remarkably effective 
"guards back" · formation. With it, 
Penn challenged the supremacy of 
Yale, Princeton and Harvard and 
. from 1894 to 1898, won 65 of 66 
games, scoring 1,957 points to its op-
ponents' 120. The year before, 1893, 
woodruff had introduced fiying In-
terference. by pulling linemen into 
the bacltfleld and starting them ahead 
of the ball carrier before the ball 
was snapped. 
Phil King's "ends back" in 1893 
and "revolving tandem" in 1896 at 
· Princeton, Stagg's ''tackles back" at 
Chicago In 1894, Williaµis' ''tackle 
back" in 1899 and Camp's "tackle 
back" at Yale in 1900 were other ex-
by Allison Danzig 
..anp.ies or the mass momentum plays. 
The Deland flying wedge had become 
the standard opening play of the 
game by 1893. With the other mass 
momentum procedures gaining fol-
lowers, football so Iner.eased in 
roughness, and injuries mounted so 
alanningly, that the season ended in 
an uproar of protests. The Army and 
Navy departments abolished the 
service academies' game. Yale and 
Harvard were nearing a split, and so 
were Princeton an4 Penn. 
At a meeting of Yale, Harvard 
Prin,i:eton · and Penn representatives 
in New York Feb. 23, 1894, drastic 
changes were made. The dying 
wedge, Princeton wedge and Lehigh 
V were banned. It was prohibited 
for more than three men to start 
before the snap of the ball and for 
members of the offensive team to 
group more than five yards behind 
the line. The kick-off had to travel 
at least 10 yards to be in play. Never-
theless, the game continued to be 
so rough that Yale and Harvard 
broke relations after their 1894 game 
and Cornell's team was restricted to · 
its campus. 
In 1895, Camp of Yale and Alex 
Moffat of Princeton invited Har-
vard and Penn to a meeting. Yale 
and Princeton were for doing away 
entirely with mass play while Har-
vard and Penn were all for retaining 
·1t. They were divided too on playing 
graduates, Yale and Princeton being 
against it. They split, and so in 1895 
there were two set of rules, Cornell 
joining Harvard and Penn, Navy sid-
ing with Princeton and Yale. 
There was a growing dissatisfac-
tion In the newly football-conscioas 
Middle West with the East's c;ontrol 
of the game. In 1896, the colleges 
.which organized il!,tO the Western 
Conference projected a pi:ogram of 
their own in which they were . to 
adopt the freshman rule, limiting 
varsity eligibility to three years; re-
quire a year's residence for transfers; 
abolish training tables; and set up 
faculty control of athletics. 
To meet the challenge of the West. 
the rival groups in the East agreed 
In the summer of 1896 that (1) no 
member of the offensive side shall 
take more than one step toward the 
opponents' goal without coming to a 
full stop,.and (2) at least five players 
shall be on the scrimmage line when 
the ball is snapped. Momentum was 
thus reduced, but football continued 
to be a rough and uninteresting game 
of close-order mayhem in which 
brute force, rather than speed and 
deception, was the prlme factor. 
Additional changes were made to 
reduce injuries. In 1903, seven men 
were required on the offensive line 
of scrimmage between the 25-yard 
lines. In 1904, six were re_quired in 
all situations. ~till the injuries con-
tinued and in 1905 the casualties 
were such that football came under 
its heaviest attack for its brutality 
and foul play. The Chicago Tribune 
reported 18 fatalities and 159 other 
injuries for the season. Columbia 
University abolished football for 10 
years. Northwestern suspended play 
for a year. California and Stanford 
dropped football for Rugby. 
President Theodore Roosevelt sum-
moned representatives of Yale, Har-
vard and Princeton to the White 
House and requested steps be taken 
to clean up the game and save it. 
Late iri 1905, at the invitation of 
Chancellor Henry M. McCracken of 
New York University, representa-
tives of 28 colleges met In New York 
and, led by Captain Palmer E. Pierce 
of the United States Military Acad-
emy, formed an assoclatlori which was 
the forerunner of the National Col-
legiate Athletic Association. It named 
a rules committee which met with 
the older·group headed by Camp. The 
two merged into the American Inter-
Collegiate Football Rules Committee 
and on January 12, 1906, this 14-
member joint committee adopted the 
far-reaching changes that were to 
radically alter the pattern of play, 
reduce the hazards and ultimately 
bring about the modern open game. 
The most revolutionary and excit-
ing change, of course, was the legal-
izing of the forward pass, which was 
to make the game far more spectacu-
lar and attractive. In 1903, and again 
in 1904, John Heisman had written 
to Camp, urging the pass be put in 
the game. In 1904, Dr. Harry Wil-
liams, a member of the Rules Com-
mittee, argued for legalizing it. At 
the fateful 1906 meeting he, . Lieut. 
Paul J. Dashiell of the United States 
Naval Academy and Lehigh,. and 
John C. Bell of Pennsylvania were 
leaders in the winning fight. Eddie 
Cochems, coach of St. Louis Univer-
sity, was another early advocate. 
In addition to legalizing the pass, 
the 1906 meeting (1) established a 
neutral zone (the length of the ball 
in width) separating the opposing 
lines, which had stood toe-to-toe, 
cheek-by-jowl in combat. (2) pro-
hibited hurdling, (3) Increased the 
distance to be made in three downs 
from five to ten yards, ( 4) prohibited 
guards, tackles and the center from 
playing In the backfield unless at 
least five yards back, (5) reduced 
the playing time from 70 to 60 min• 
utes, divided into halves. 
Severe restrictions were put on the, 
forward pass. It had to be throwo1 
from at least five yards behind the: 
line and cross the line at least flvej 
yards to the right or left of where! 
the ball was put in play. Failure to 
complete a pass resulted In the loss 
Donohue - Halverson 
Inc. 
Phone 273-4443 
PLUMBING AND HEATING 
• 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
• 
602 W. Seneca St. 





Personalized Travel Service 
414 Eddy St. 
It costs no more through 
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W.A.A. Going Full Blast 
by Chris Flatley 
In keeping with the fall at- and Cindy Smith each scored two 
mosphere, W AA is sponsoring a goals to Cornell's one. Despite 
Pumpkin Carving Contest to be the tough defense shown by Cor-
held at Allen Field October 30. nell, the offensive for Ithaca 
It should prove to be a real ex- picked up the last five minutes 
perience for those of you pos- of the first half. Cornell at-
sessing a creative flare with tempted a come-back towards the 
pumpkins. Sign-up on the bulle- end of the game, but time ran 
tin board in the gym if you'd short and the score was in our 
like to join the rest of us. favor 4-1. By the way, we all 
The various teams are contin- hope Sandy will be better soon. 
uing with their winning streaks. The Golf team beat Cornell 3-1 
Brockport met its defeat in both last week, as well as managing 
Tennis and Field Hockey. The to play through the rain and win 
score of 3-2 put the tennis team in the match against Wells. 
ahead as the doubles took all 
three sets. Leslie Parker and 
Melinda Vaughan played first 
doubles; Val Lerner and Michele 
Dexter second; Jo Anderson and 
Odette Bruns third. Roseanne Giz-
arelli and Elaine Goldband played 
first and second singles, but lost 
after a long and tough three sets. 
Chris Lavier and Cindy Smith 
each scored for the Hockey team. 
The scoring combined with the 
good defensive work gave re a 
2-0 win. Cornell was also put 







201 South Tioga· St. 
Ithaca 272 - 8262 
Ithaca, N.Y. Phone 272-1006 
• 
For a little lift in life come see our new fashion 
selections in those· things closest to YOU. 
--MANO-SDTN·t-R~ 
ON ELMIRA ROAD 
FOR THE BEST IN FOOD 
AT REASONABLE PRICES ! 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
7 a.m. - 3 a.m. Fri - Sat . 




Memorial Room - Willard Straight Hall 
Cornell University 
Thurs., Oct. 23 7 :30 p.m. 




Still On At 
CHARJAN'S ITHACA FLOOR COVERING 




CARDS & NOVELTIES 
Corner State & Tioga 
Ithaca, New York. · 
• Floor Covering 
• Paints 
Factory TrC:ined Installation 
FREE PARKING 
272l.5696 
407 Taugliannock Blvd. 
-~~\,~\~ 
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MAJOR SB.ECTION INCREASE 
e All Prerecorded-Tapn 
• 500 Naw Jazz LP's 
• More Club $pedals 
AGENCY, INC. 
Sound Insurance for Every Need 
Carefully Writteri 
ERS 
Robert S. Boothroyd - Class of '24 
Robert L. Boothroyd - Class of '60 
I. Hen~ :~:::·:~; :::~ M '52 I 
' H 
Ill 312 E. Seneca St: 'thaca, N.Y. II 
''We Welcome Your Inquiry'' II 
EVERYTHING THAT'S FUN PHONE 273-3030 
420 EDDY STREET ITHACA, N.Y. 
FRATERNITY & SORORITY CHARGE ACCOUNTS 
Ithaca's oldest and most reliable Ski Shop. 
Last year's La.nges 
$85.00 
Special Group of Sweaters 
50%.0FF 
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IC Downs Susquehanna 2 7 ~ 14; Wilkes Tomorrow 
by Mike Hinkelman 
Ithaca 27, Susquehanna 14. It I quehanna 22, mostly on the op-1 board. The score came on a 4-yarrl 
seems that the Ithaca College , tion runs of sophomore quarter- run by Howell. 
footballers get better with each 'I ha<!k Doug Campbell. At that That touchdo~n brought life in-
passing week. Last week, at Uni- point, they incurred a 15-yard to the Bomber attack, and the de-
versity Field in Selinsgro~e, Pa., penalty for illegal use of the fense stopped Susquehanna cold 
the Bombers spotted a fired-up I kands which took the "steam" .out in its tracks. The home team got 
Susquehann~ eleven a 14-0 le~d in of the . drive and consequently off a wobbly punt ~h~t rolled out-
the early gomg before they fmal-1 the Bombers were forced to punt. of.bounds near m1df1eld with 35 
ly got untracked midway through I Following an exchange of punts, seconds remaining in the first 
the second period. After Ithaca , Susquehanna wasted little time half. What transpired in the next 
got its infantry into high gear, in uping the margin to 14-0. On 35 seconds provided for as wild 
the only question that remained the fourth play from scrimmage, and wooly a scene as anyone 
to be answered was how many Tyler hit McCants over the mid- could hope for. Following a loss 
points the awesome ground at- die at about the 50-yard line and I back to the IC 42, Campbell col-
tack could roll up. Before that, the speedy receiver simply out- Jaborated with Westbrook on a 
however there were some tense ran the Ithaca defenders for an 48-yard pass play to the Susque-
moments. eye.popping 70-yard score. If the hanna 8 and the Bombers im-
Susquehanna Scores Twice Bombers were down at this junc- mediately called tii'nc out with 
Ithaca, for the fourth consecu- lure, and they had good to be, only eight seconds remaining. On 
tive week, won the opening toss they certainly didn't show it. the next play, Campbell dropped 
but failed to move. Susquehanna IC Strikes Back back, fumbled, picked the ball up 
clearly dominated action in the Ithaca quickly started a drive I and somehow managed to elude 
first period, so much so that they I al their own 33. Tailback Rod the Susqucnhanna pass rush and threatened to make a rout of the· Howell was the chief culprit on spot fullback Tom Polimeni wide 
contest. The first time Susquc- the drive as he carried 8 times .open in the end zone. Time had 
hanna got its hands on the ball, for 42 yards, and suddenly the run out in the first half as the 
the Crusaders unleashed an 84- Bombers were within 1 yard of a Bombers scored, and when Camp-
yard scoring march in 11 plays. touchdown. On the next play, bell found tight end Gary Meier-
Key gainers in the sustained drive however, Campbell and Howell diercks for the two conversion 
were a 24-yard pass from quarter- mishandled the exchange and Sus-· points, IC had tied the game 14-14 
back Ernie Tyler to split end quchanna's Don Campbell re- in dramatic fashion. 
Cal l\lcCants that put the ball on covered on the 3. At this point, Susquehanna Fumbles 
the IC 35, and a 12-yard bootleg things looked rather bleak for the Ithaca held the upper hand 
scamper by Tyler to the Bomber visitors. Two plays later, though, throughout the second half. Sus-
s. Veteran halfback Bill Guth defensive halfback Dan Parsons quehanria received the kickoff 
scored the initial touchdown on intercepted a Tyler pass at the / to start third period action. On 
a I-yard plunge. Susquehanna 28 and returned to the Crusaders' first play from 
That touchdown seemed to spal'k the 25. It took the Bombers only I scrimmage, quarterback Tyler hit 
the visitors momentarily. four plays-three of them rushes halfback Jeff Goria with a pass, 
The Ithacans drove to the Sus- , by Howell-to get on the score- j but the latter fumbled when bit 
I 
by IC safetyman Tom Jones and 
the Bombers' Greg ·whitney re-
covered at the Susquehanna 28. 
Following a face-mask violation 
by the home team, Howell 
romped to the 4, and on the next 
play Campbell bootlegged to the 
left for the touchdown. Following 
the kickoff, Susquehanna couldn't 
get untracked and Don Camp-
bell's punt rolled dead at the IC 
10. 
The Bombers immediately 
started another sustained drive 
as Howell carried 6 times for 37 
y:irds and caught a Campbell pass 
for 13 yards. An apparent IC 
touchdown was nullified when 
Campbell's pass to Barry Smith 
was ruled out of the end zone. 
IC Scores Again 
Susquehanna was forced to 
punt from deep in its own end 
zone, and Ithaca had excellent 
field position at the Crusader 32. 
On the initial play from scrim-
mage, Campbell hit DiTroia at 
the Susquehanna 21. Following 
two line smashes by Howell, 
Campbell fumbled but recovered 
on the home team's 24. On the 
next play, Campbell rolled left, 
dodged several tacklers and then 
outran the SU defense for a 24-
yard touchown. 
Neither team threatened seri-
ously during the fourth period, a 
period which was highlighted by 
strong defense on the part of both 
clubs. ., 
Afterthoughts 
Ithaca put it all together 
against Susquehanna. The defense 
stopped the Crusaders cold after 
they had quickly scored 14 points 
ln the opening quarter. The deep 
secondary, supposedly the weak 
link in the IC defense, picked 
off two Ernie- Tyler passes and 
came up with key plays time and 
time again throughout the game. 
As for the offense, enough 
can't be said of it.' IC unleashed 
a devastating ground attack that 
rolled up 330 yards. Senior tail-
back Rod Howell finally broke 
loose as he rambled for 165 
yards in his first big rushing ex-
plosion of the season. Quarter-
back Doug Campbell continued to 
impress. The saucy sophomore 
carred 22 times for 113 yards and 
2 touchdowns, his third consecu-
tive 100-yard plus rushing effort. 
In addition, Campbell completed 
5 of 11 passes for 87 yards, many 
of them in crucial clutch situ-
ations. The offensive line again 
came through with a superb ef-
fort as they simply "punished" 
the Susquehanna defensive line. 
Tomorrow afternoon, the un-
beaten Wilkes Colonels invade 
the premises. Unbeaten in three 
games this season, Wilkes has 
racked up 32 consecutive wins, 
and last week was ranked No. 17 
in the Associated Press Small 
College Poll. The Bombers would 
like nothing more than to shatter 
the streak, and gain revenge for 
the 28-19 loss of year ago. 
Summary: 
Ithaca College O 14 13 0-27 
Susquehanna 7 7 O 0-14 
Sus.-Guth 1 run (Freeh kick) 
Sus.-McCants 70 pass from' Tyler 
(Freeh kick) 
IC-Howell 4 run (kick failed) 
IC-Polimeni 8 pass from Camp-
bell (Mcicrdiercks pass from 
Campbell) 
IC-Campbell 4 run (Brooks 
kick) 
IC-Campbell 24 run (kick failed) 
Statistics 
SU IC 
First Downs 12 25 
Rushing Yardage 109 330 
Passing Yardage 186 87 
Passes 15-27 5-11 
Passes Int By 0 3 
Punts 6-38.9 6-36.5 
Fumbles Lost 1 2 ~ 
Yards Penalized 46 40 
Individual Leaders ~ 
IC Rushing-Campbell 22-113 and 1 
2 touchdowns, Howell 33-165 and j 
1 touchdown, Polimeni 13-46. ~ 
Sus Rushing-Goril! 7-35, Tyler ~ 
7-43. ,i , 
IC Passing-:Campbell 5-11 for 87 :i 
yards and 1 touchdown ', 
Sus Passing-Tyler 15-27 for 18~ 
yards and 1 touchdown. 
IC Receiving-Westbrook 2-tiO, 
Polimeni 1-8 and l touchdown. 
Sus Receiving - l\fcCants 6-105 
and 1 touchdown, Guth 3-29. 
Football For Fun at Wilkes Booters Ranked No. 8 in State 
by Mike Hinkelman 
Wilkes College Head Football tional prestige. Schmidt docs no I chief culprit in the secondary, 
Coach Roland Schmidt is anti- recruiting, offers no scholarships, and last week picked off two 
establishment. His Wilkes foot- never hold a practice scrimmage aerials. A strong defensive line 
ballers still play the game just and cuts no player from his is anchored by converted fullback 
for fun. For most college foot. squad. In light of these facts, one Charles Fick. Offensively, the 
ball teams, in observance of col- can begin to better appreciate Wilkes' attack is directed by 
Iege football's centennial anni- just how fantaslic Wilkes' 32-, southpaw quarterback Joe Zakow-
versary, it is big business as usual\ .!!ame winning ~treak really is. ski, halfback Ted Yeager, who 
··.,, this sc:ison. But not at Wilkes. I The Colonels have twice received reeled off a 77-yard touchdown 
· -. -Wilkes, an independent college\ the Lambert Bowl, emblematic of 1· scamper last week in the victory 
of -~ROQ students located in I Eastern Small College supremacy, over Delaware Valley, fullback I 
\Vilkcs-Barre, Pa., still holds dear: in 1966 and 1968; they have won I Pete Gennaro, who scored three 
t? its heart those ideals long I four :'1Iiddle Atlantic Conferencl' )! touchdowns last week, and split 1 
since Jost or scarr1:,1 in college I (Northern· College Division) end Bill Lazor who established I 
football'!' struggle to attn.in na- \1 Championships in a row and their! two Wilkes· pass catching records 
defense has posted no less thr.n I last week on his nine receptions 
____________ __,J 11 shutouts during the streak and good for 158 yard's. The offensive 
I held Bro opposition to 7 points line is anchored by center George I on 11 occasitini.. If there is still' (Deacon) Conway, a lay preacher 
·-------------
I 
any doub~ about llro credibility when he's not playing football, 
of the Wilkes streak, one need and tackle Ed (Bucko) Burke, 
o_nly look at the res~lt of their I who goes 6-3, 225. ; smgle pre-season scrimmage. In ! The !:1st time Wilkes lost :i i a three-hour contest against game was in 1065, a 26-20 loss to I Princeton. the Ivy Leaguers eked Upsala. Not as much as one per-
I 
out the victory, three touchdowns son on this year's squad has ever 
to two. That should give you an tasted the bitters of defeat under 
indication of precisely what the Schmidt's helm. Perhaps quarter-
\ Colonels' strength is. Head Coach back Zakowski summed it up 
I Schmidt feels that the secret to best when he said: "We should 
j Wilkes overwhelming success is go 8-0 again. Coach Schmidt 
1 simply. t_heir organization, pride never yells at us and we never 
and sp1r1t. practice ,·ery hard. We just ex-
l,T,1beatcn in three games this pect to win." So does Ithaca Col-
year, Wilkes is currently ranked legc. They have been pointing to 
No. 1 in the latest Lambert Bowl this game ever since the 28-19 
ratings. They have beaten Lycom- loss to Wilkes a year ago which 
ing 34-13, Moravian 6-0 and last was probably IC's finest effort of 
week upended' Delaware Valley that season. It will take a superb 
27-10 in perhaps their finest ef- effort to knock off the Pennsyl-
fort of this season. In the last vania invaders, much like the one 
two victories, the Colonels have displayed against Cortland, and 
intercepted no less than E'ight the team that makes the fewest 
I passes - four in each game. mistakes will probably come out Safetyman Garf Jones is the on top at the final gun." 
Photo by Doug Finrk 
I.C. Booters in action against Niagara. 
Although the Varsity Soccer I conlinously caught the Ithacan 
team lost to Brockport last Satur- front line offised. Before the half 
day, 1-0, they moved up to 8th ended, Niagara scored a goal on a 
place in the New York State scramble and IC wasn't laughing 
rankings with their strong show- anymore. 
ing. The Bombers put their new In the fourth quarter Niagara 
ranking on the line against a lied the score at 2-2 on a head 
surprisingly strong Niagara Uni- from in front of the goal as IC 
versity team, Tuesday on Allen goalie Ken Swalgin was neatly 
Field, as they began their second knocked down. Almost immedi-
drive to become No 1. atcly after the Niagara goal came 
Before the game,. the Bombc~s the big play for the Bombers, a 
weren't expecting too much com- play Coach Wood had said many 
petitino from the young Niagara a time "may work only once a 
team which had only tied St. season, but it just might win a 
Bonaventure 1-1 earlier this year, game." Flook had a corner kick 
and basically the same team IC and as the line rushes towards 
beat 6-0 last year. It looked like him, fullback Jerry Gardlll?r 
a laugher as Bruce Marino scored sneaks in behind the defense 
his first artd second goals of the hoping for a shot at a head ball 
year in the first seven minutes on and there it was as big as a 
passes from Rusty Flook and Al watermelon. All Gardner had to 
Baumgarten. However, the Niag- do was knock it down and it 
ara defense toughened, as they would roll in and he did, so it 
did. Winning 3-2, the momentum 
swung to the Bombers who would-
n't permit Niagara to get the ball 
past the mid-field line. The final 
score which came minutes be-
fore the end of the game, came 
directly on a throw-in from Dan 
Murphy to Al Baumgarten, and 
was just frosting on the cake. 
The win raised the Varsity record 
to 4-1 on the season and 8-1 over-
·all. 
This week three games are 
scheduled: St. John Fisher (Mon-
day, October 13, home), St. Bona-
venture (Wednesday, October 15, 
home), and Cortland (Saturday, 
October 18, away). Cortland ap-
pears the toughest test as IC 
only won 2-1 last year, the game 
is away, and anything can happen 
in an IC-Cortland game. 
